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Bobcat

Lynx rufus
The broad, ruffed face, pointed ears and short tail of
the scrappy bobcat make him easily recognizable to
those fortunate enough to catch sight of this wary, nocturnal carnivore. The short sleek fur of the back and
sides is yellow to reddish brown, streaked and spotted
with black. Underparts are white with black spots.
The 10 to 40 pound cat ranges from 22 to 50 inches
in length, males being somewhat larger than females.
Generally quiet, the bobcat may give high-pitched
screams or low growls. Average longevity in the wild
is 10 to 12 years.
Bobcats live in heavy forest cover, preferably with
dense brush broken by clearings, and in timbered
swamps. Thickets, hollow logs and rock recesses are
used each day as rest shelters, and during breeding season, similar but more inaccessible spots are chosen for
dens. The nest is made of dry leaves and soft moss.

The bobcat's range is about five square miles, parts of
which are hunted each night. During mating season,
and periods of food scarcity, it may be increased to as
much as 40 square miles. The bobcat's zigzag trail is
testament to its great curiosity.
Depending more on its keen eyesight and hearing
than its sense of smell, th e cat's hunting method is to
crouch or creep after prey, then pounce. Food is primarily cotton rats, rabbits and mice, ·supplemented by
various birds and reptiles, and grass. It tends to gorge
when food is plentiful, then may not eat aga in for
several days.
A 50 to 70 day gestation period usually produces two
or three young in April or May. At birth, the spotted
kittens are about 10 in ches long and weigh 12 ounces.
Eyes open at nine to 11 days, and kittens are weaned at
two months , although they stay with the mother until
fall, or even later.
Men and dogs are the most significant enemies of
bobcats, though foxes and great horned owls may take
some young.
As predators, bobcats have an important role in the
wildlife community. Although th ey still range throughout
South Carolina, their numbers are decreasing and th ey
deserve respect anJ protection as controllers of prey
populations of p"otentially harmful species.
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As I'm writing this it's early January, raining, as it has been ever
since New Year's, and about forty degrees. Looking across our parking
lot and into the subdivision that's behind our office I can see many trees ,
all of which are dipped like upside-down paint brushes into a white fog,
none supporting a single leaf. I guess bleak is an apt word to describe
the scene, and hopeful-depressed is an adequate description of my attitude.
Depressed over current circumstances (some call it the After Christmas
blues) and hope that spring won't be too long in coming.
As you read this, I would guess it's sometime about the middle of
March, or even April if your reading is as far behind as mine, but spring
is much more of a reality. Good thing we have some bad times, or we
wouldn't appreciate the good, and spring anywhere is a good thing.
Near year's end we all tend to look back over our activities, and I want
to tell you something about the magazine and what it did during the
last year but, honestly, I can't think of anything to tell you. (Could it be
the magazine didn't do anything?)
We did grow a good bit; our circulation now is about 85,000 and still
growing, but it sure seems hard to reach our goal of 100,000 subscribers.
Oh, yes: it seems we hit a nerve with our Congaree story; we sure have
had the letters pour in from people interested in saving the swamp. We
all should be extremely happy that we live in a state where so many of
our people care about something other than dollar bills. (My grandad
once took me for some sage advice to an old rich friend. "Always be nice
to people," he said, "because they're the only things whut got money.")
This issue is not as big as the last one, nor as spectacular, because
we almost blew our budget on the last two. We have another article
on the salt marsh, telling of all the virtues thereof, but we still don't have a
marshlands protection bill passed through our legislature. It's high time
that was done, folks, we lost some more marsh this past year because
we had no laws protecting it. We can look upon .the plunderers with
jaundiced eye and ridicule them publicly all we want, but until we get
a law on the books, it's going to continue. Pete Laurie wrote the article,
and Ted Borg took the pictures. Incidentally, Ted's pictures on the marsh
last year earned him first place among wildlife photographers in the nation.
Peggy Robbins of Memphis wrote the article on Audubon, and the
naturalist really liked our state. Guess he felt at home here, and well he
should. South Carolina has produced the most outstanding bird men
(ornithologists to all you high rollers) and naturalists of all. John Davis
did the piece on the Congaree stripers. Most of us who live near Columbia
hav.e seen the fishermen all over the river as it flows through the capital
city, and I think it unusual that fish such as this can be caught right in
the middle of a large city. (Even the governor could catch a mess of fish
on his lunch hour!)
Our old friend George X. Sand (he didn't have a middle initial so he
gave himself one) from Florida wrote about his wife and her first gobbler,
and naturally, it came from South Carolina. Mac Watson, a really
crack pond biologist, did a real good story on how you can improve
the fishing in your pond, and Harry Hampton gave his views in Viewpoint.
There's nothing like an old warhorse like Harry to get little dudes like
me in trouble, and I'm sure it's going to come.
We also have a little piece on cattle egrets, those foreigners who
moved into our pastures. Seems like they came to stay. Happy spring.
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Harry R. E. Hampton of Columbia
i s a noted outdoor writer and conservationist.

Creeks and Channels
When the old bass opened his mouth to smack the
lure, the cavity was comparable to the inside of a
hat, and when he closed his jaws on the Number 2
Buell spinner, he folded the wings almost together.
We had often seen his wake, in those days long ago,
as he fled across the swimming hole at the Pine Tree
Landing when we approached. His waves would
have rocked a small boat. Similar signs of lunkers
had been noted in several other large, deep holes
in the meandering creek. And once, far up the stream,
one whopper had taken an eight-inch redfin pike with
a pop of the cork like a pistol shot. Of a summer
afternoon, as we paddled down the creek, resounding
smacks could be heard almost continuously, and it
was a rare occasion when a mess of bass could not
be boated.
In the fall and winter, at any little bay or backwater, two or more mallards could be expected to
rise. Sometimes, late in the season, a flock upwards
of a hundred would rise, circle and return to the
shallow headwaters of the old mill pond. Along the
banks, herons of various species, Acadian flycatchers
and other birds nested in the overhanging branches,
while prothonotary warblers occupied small cavities
in dead or dying trees, and contributed to the constant
symphony of avian music. A bucket of topwater minnows could be dipped from the shallows in a few
minutes, and the white-gravel bottoms of the deep
holes yielded abundant bream and other panfish.
Then came World War I, and the Army, as might
be expected, decided to channel out the creek in a
war against mosquitoes, the resulting land-locked
lakes producing horrendous swarms of anopheles.

Later man-meddling sent down vast quantities of silt,
with the result that some of the deep holes are filled
in to the point where they can be crossed dry-foot and
long stretches of the creek have disappeared, while
much of the flood plain has become jungles of escaped privet, strewn with assorted solid waste, from
beer cans to bath tubs.
This was my first brush with what is now called
channelization. Ben East, the conservation writer,
points out that more miles of stream and river than
any man could enumerate have been wiped out by
dams, and acid pollution from surface mining has
wrought damage that is hard to believe. "But channelization is worse."
The effects of this activity are no surmise or maybeso. A comparative study of a river in Missouri showed
that the catchable fish crop dropped 83 percent under
channelization and the number of species present
from 21 to 13.
In 1968 a gigantic scheme was announced for
central Georgia, calling for the dredging of eighty
miles of stream in seven years at a cost of $9,000,000.
It was predicted the project would "forever remove
the dire threat of floods, increase prosperity and enrich the wildlife community." Georgia conservationists
saw it as a total tragedy. The plan did more than
any other to bring the ruinous potential of channelization into the open. George Bagby, director of the
Georgia Game and Fish Commission, with the backing of federal conservation agencies and citizen
groups, "blew the lid off." He showed that the project
would destroy thousands of acres of prime deer
habitat and waterfowl wintering grounds, eliminate
Jackson Lake as a place of recreation, and ruin one
of Georgia's most picturesque fishing and boating
streams, the unpolluted Alcovy. Representative Ben
Blackburn of Georgia further revealed the shocking
fact that of 176 landowners along the river whose
swamplands would be converted into cropland by the
eighty miles of dredging, 103 were already receiving
"crop support" payments for leaving land idle, some
getting as much as $5,000 a year.
Conservationists suggest that the remedy lies in the
amendment of Public Law 566, so as to give state
fish and wildlife agencies and their federal counterparts the power to veto any channelization projects
that would replace natural streams with shallow
ditches, destroy fish and game habitat and do more
harm than good.
A new book from Crown Publishers, New York, by
a battery of experts-The Stream Conservation Handbook- not only gives a wealth of facts, but contains
a valuable epilogue and guide for fishing savers, a
listing of interested conservation groups and a selected bibliography.
The sum total is that the fishermen must save their
fishing. - Harry R. E. Hampton
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Natives of Africa, cattle
egrets are the only exotic
birds to have become
established here without
man's aid.
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The cattle egret, a bird of African origin and unusual life style,
is unique in the annals of American ornithology. No other foreign
bird has ever become established successfully in the United States
without help from man.
Cattle egrets apparently first crossed the Atlantic from Africa to
South America in the late 1800's, perhaps blown far off course by
a violent storm. They immediately set up housekeeping, but were
not satisfied with just a foothold in the New World and soon spread
northward along the coast, skipping across the Gulf of Mexico and
into Florida by the 1940's. Today cattle egrets have spread across
the entire country and into Canada. Thousands nest in South Carolina each year. This rapidity of range expansion is most unlike the
normal snail's pace of biological change.
The amazing success of cattle egrets in colonizing a totally new
environment is readily explained: As the only member of the heron
family that feeds on dry terrain, usually upon the insects stirred up
by grazing cattle, they exploit a heretofore unfilled niche in the
ecosystem.
The cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis) is a medium sized, stocky heron,
about 20 inches tall, with a relatively short neck (for a heron) and
a strange weaving walk. The plumage is uniformly white except
during the breeding season when a warm, buffy wash becomes
apparent on the crown, mantle, and breast. The bright yellow beak

is shorter and broader than the lance-like bills of our native herons.
The cattle egret, or buff-backed heron as it is called in Africa, would
be an easy bird to identify in the field were it not for the fact that
there are three other white herons commonly seen in South Carolina
-the American egret, the snowy egret, and the immature little blue
heron.
Of the three, only the much larger American egret has a yellow
bill, but its very long thin neck is most unlike that of the cattle egret.
Both the snowy egret and the immature little blue heron are roughly
the same size as the cattle egret but again are much slimmer birds
with longer necks and dark, not yellow, beaks. All three of these
birds characteristica lly feed in or near water and are common in
the coastal salt marsh. The cattle egret, on the other hand, is not
a water bird, feeding mainly in grassy upland pastures with cattle,
horses, or sheep.
The noted ornithologist, Alexander Sprunt, Jr. of South Carolina,
described the feeding of the cattle egret this way:
"The association between this bird and cattle is truly remarkable:
No bird is better named.... Every step the cow takes is matched
by the egret, the bird remaining only inches from the hoofs or nose
of the animal. Now and then the cattle egret is pushed aside by the
cow, and is often to be seen under the cow's belly between the fore
and hind legs. That it is not stepped upon is astonishing. The insects
disturbed by the cow are at once snapped up and the egrets make
sudden dashes here and there to secure them. At times they reach
up and pick them off the body of the cow. Now and then they
alight on the backs of the cattle .... "
~
But a word of caution to the field observer: snowy egrets
sometimes feed in conjunction with cattle. In fact , the
cattle egret may have been overlooked even by the experts during its early years in Florida since it was not
unusual for "white herons", that is snowy egrets, to
be seen with cattle. Also, cattle egrets may occasionally hunt without cattle present, sometimes
in wet areas more characteristic of our native
white herons.
The importance of cattle to this species has
been noted by a Charleston ornithologist of great
field experience, Theodore A. Beckett, III, who
studied a small breeding colony of about 15 pairs
of cattle egrets at Magnolia Gardens in 1963. This
nesting site was abandoned after only one year despite ample acreage of grasslands in the area. At the
time, Beckett wrote:
"Though abundant insect life--crickets and grasshoppers
-is present, there are no cattle to arouse and make these insects
available. Since the cattle egret is apparently not a stalker and
seems incapable of finding grassland food without some form of
quadruped- cattle, hogs, and sheep-the grasslands might just as
well be void of insect life. This lack of insects was further borne out
by examination of regurgitated food of the young in this colony in
1963. Well over three-fourths of the food consisted of crawfish, tadpoles, small frogs and minnows."
The cattle egret is a gregarious fellow, commonly nesting in large
colonies with other egrets, herons , and ibis, often in brush growing
over permanently flooded areas. The first record of cattle egrets
nesting in South Carolina was in 1958 on Drum Island within the

The three to five light blue eggs
laid by the cattle egret hatch after an
incubation period of about 24 days,
but the first born have such a decided
advantage that the later arrivals
are seldom able to compete successfully for food or nest space.

illustrations by David Williams
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city limits of Charleston and in the shadow of the Cooper River
Bridge. So rapid was the influx of these birds into the area that by
1965 Beckett estimated that 3,000 pairs were present at the Drum
Island site.
In the Charleston area, Beckett found cattle egrets generally nesting later in the year than other herons using Drum Island, often
preferring to remodel the nest of another species rather than building
a new nest from scratch. According to Sprunt, "There seems to be
no particular competition between the cattle egret and our native
herons, but the cattle egret will not be pushed aside or intimidated
by any native North American heron as far as observations have
revealed. It is an independent, vigorous bird, and it is well able
to take care of itself, without exhibiting an undue amount of
pugnacity."
After completion of the nest, three to five light blue eggs are
layed over a period of several days. The incubation period is about
24 days a nd normally all eggs hatch, but the first born have such
a decided advantage that the later arrivals are seldom able to
compete successfully for food or nest space. Although the sexes are
indistinguishable, both parents appear to feed the nestlings by
regurgitating a wad of partially digested food .
Young birds leave the nest after about six weeks. Beckett's tagging studies indicate that cattle egrets are capable of breeding at
only one year of age, which is no doubt a factor in their rapidly
expanding populations.
The cattle egret's unusual ability to adapt to ditterent food sources
is another reason for its success. Beckett believes that the egrets
reached a population peak at Drum Island in 1965. That year the
average number of nestlings fledged dropped to less than two per
nest, and the birds turned to common toads as a major food source.
Toads generally are scorned by predators, but the egrets were able
to make use of them when necessity arose. Beckett and others have

also observed cattle egrets at garbage dumps, feeding both on insects attracted to the garbage as well as the garbage itself. So,
while cattle egrets seem to prefer to pick up insects around cattle,
they also have the ability to utilize a wide variety of other food
items. Beckett describes the cattle egret as "the most adaptive
species of the entire heron family and the end of its ability to accommodate to change is not yet in sight."
Unlike the many animal, bird, and insect species that man either
accidently or purposely has introduced into this country , the cattle
egret appears to have had little adverse ettect on native flora and
fauna. The same, alas , cannot be said of the fire ant, gypsy moth,
Japanese beetle, English house sparrow, starling, or Norway rat.
These undesirable immigrants have been highly successful due to
their artificial placement in an environment devoid of natural controls- disease, parasites, predators. By contrast, the cattle egret's
natural, if quite remarkable, expansion can be attributed to the
positive filling of an unutilized niche in the environment rather than
the negative lack of population controls.
The only native American bird that habitually feeds on insect life
disturbed by cattle is the brown-headed cowbird, a small blackbird.
To date there is no evidence that the cowbird has suttered from the
coming of the cattle egret. Unlike most new arrivals, the egrets seem
to have made more friends than enemies.
South Carolinians should look for this former Old World species
particularly along the coast in open fields and pastures where their
striking white plumage marks them clearly against the green grass
and the quiet cattle. But look quickly, for the future success of the
cattle egret in this country is by no means assured. Beckett, who
has spent a lifetime studying birds, predicts : "A lack of breeding
sites looms in the near future for all colonial nesters, and only hard
work by those with a vision for the future can save the cattle egret
and like species."

The cattle egret is gregarious,
commonly nesting in large colonies
with other egrets, herons and
ibis, often in brush growing over
permanently flooded areas.
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Due to the overwhelming response
of our readership to the article "Fore st
of Champions" in our NovemberDecember issue, we are presenting an
extended section of letters related to
the preservation of Congaree Swamp.
The magazine staff extends its
thanks to the authors of these letters
and of the hundreds we were unable
to print due to space limitations.
Dear Sir:
Your timely article on Congaree
Swamp is typical of the excellent
writing and content characteristic of
South Carolina Wildlife.
Although for some time there has
been interest in the Congaree by a
few groups and individuals, the
treasures therein have remained
mostly in relative obscurity. Recent
exposure in a portion of the NBC special "Wild Places" and additional
coverage by your excellent story
"Forest of Champions" have made
many more South Carolinians aware
that we are rapidly losing this re-markable heritage.
As a result of this publicity and
the hard work of interested and dedicated individuals and conservation
groups throughout the state, perhaps
the forest of Congaree can be saved.
Fast citizen action is desperately
needed to show the support of South
Carolinians in this important matter.
As the clock ticks, the saws cut!
Gerald C. Hutchison,
West Columbia
Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading your
article on the Congaree Swamp in
this issue of South Carolina Wildlife
and had to write and thank you for
such a great article. I have visited
the Congaree Swamp a few times
and I grew up in the Santee Swamp
so I know of its importance. Your
article has done much to educate the
people of South Carolina and I hope
that other people will realize how
important the swamps are and why
we should preserve the remaining
Congaree and Santee Swamp. Once
again thanks for a great article and
a great magazine.
Don Wells, Ridgeway
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Dear Sir:
Congratulations on "Forest of
Champions"! It is a splendid article
and a timely one.
As Chairman of the American Museum of Natural History's Department
of Conservation and Ecology, I supervised the construction of a hall on the
Forests of North America. In the
course of my work on the hall I visited a great many of the preserved
samples of North American virgin
forests.
In my work on the ivory-billed
woodpecker for the National Audubon Society, I visited many former
haunts of the bird in bottomland
hardwood forests only to find the
forests gone or in the process of
being cut.
Finally my attention was called to
the Congaree Swamp Forest - too
late though to include it in the hall.
Here at last I found trees that
matched the description of the early
botanists and naturalists.
My instant reaction was that it
must be preserved and I called the
attention of the National Park Service to it. After careful study their naturalists agreed with me and it became a "proposed" national monument.
This forest is not only unique but,
in my opinion, the finest unprotected
forest on the continent. Whether it is
preserved by South Carolina alone or
as part of the National Park System
is unimportant but not a day should
be lost in taking steps to see that
one or the other course of action is
entered into.
Richard H. Pough,
New York City·

Dear Sir:
The Batesburg-Leesville Woman's
Club of Lexington County would like
to let you know that we support the
plan for the Congaree Swamp to become a National Preserve. We think
it would help the State of South
Carolina.
Please do all that you can to promote the continuance of this project,
and know that we are behind you.
Ann Speight, Leesville

Dear Sir:
Always impressed by the choice
of subjects for articles in S. C. Wildlife as well as the content of the
articles themselves, I was particularly impressed by the article in the
November-December issue, "Forest
of Champions." The fact that we
have such a unique and valuable
forest in the Congaree Swamp is
awesome, and emphasizes the need
for South Carolinians to be aware of
its value and the need to protect it. If
Congaree Swamp continues to be
logged as it has been and is being
logged now, what the National Park
Service described as a "rare remnant" of southern river bottomlands
will be lost forever.
It is up to the people of this state
to save the Swamp from this fate by
supporting the creation of the Congaree Swamp National Preserve.
Isabel W illia111.son,
Columbia

Dear Sir:
I have been very much impressed
with the turn toward excellence that
South Carolina Wildlife magazine
has taken in recent months, and
being close to the conservation efforts in both our state and in the
nation at large, I feel it is imperative
to emphasize the need to support
any movement to preserve the Congaree Swamp. There are still 70,000
acres, including, in its center, 11,000
acres of near-virgin forest at present
still owned by the Beidler family of
Chicago. Four Holes Swamp has already been acquired (though not yet
to my knowledge paid for) which,
along with one tract in Florida represent the only remaining stands of
virgin cypress (Taxodium distichum)
remaining on the East Coast. This
type of virgin swamp must be preserved at all costs. I, for one, still
hold the remnant of hopes that the
ivory-billed woodpecker may still
exist somewhere in the CongareeSantee swamp, and I have two reports which I consider reliable after
extensive questioning, though unconfirmed without photographs, print
casts or actual sightings by myself,
(Continued on page 49)

In September of 1831, 46-year-old
John James Audubon, accompanied
by his wife Lucy, returned to America
from Europe, where, at long last, he'd
found a publisher for his Birds of
America. The naturalist-artist and
self-styled "American woodsman" was
finally, after many years of desperate
struggle and poverty, on the road to
fame and financial success. But there
were still a few "collecting trips" he
needed to make to complete his bird
book and to fulfill what he considered
to be his purpose in life-the publication of life-size paintings of every
North American bird. A trip he'd long
thought about and the one he started
on very soon after returning from
abroad was through the lower eastern
coastal area of the United States, and
particularly into the Carolinas and
Florida. It was in that area, he announced after landing in New York,
that he "hoped to winter," and to "enlarge and enrich" his collection of
skins and drawings.
Audubon's life story up until this
time reads like fiction . Born in 1785
in Saint-Domingue, he was an illegitimate child of Lieutenant Jean Audubon of the French navy, who had become wealthy as a sugar planter and
slave trader in the West Indies. When
the boy was about four, and after his
Creole mother had died, his father,
who later formally adopted him, took
.him to France to escape the Haitian
Insurrection, only to encounter the
upheavals of the French Revolution.
Young Audubon at an early age
started drawing birds, and he kept on
drawing them, largely ignoring all except art and nature studies at the
various schools he attended. He had
an intense interest in everything akin
to nature; he was an avid bird's-skin
and nest collector, an expert egg
blower and home taxidermist.
When he was 18, and after the
Audubon properties in the West Indies had been lost, John James came
to America to attend to a farm and
lead mine his father owned in Pennsylvania. But the boy did not attend
to anything relating to business. He
spent glorious days in the woods,
shooting birds to be used as models
for his drawings. His next many years

John James Audubon in middl,e life.

"A Wonderfully
Hospitable
Place
'~y Peggy Robbins

John James Audubon's introduction to
the natural wonders of the Carolina coast began
a life-long attachment to the place and its people.
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were marked by a succession of business failures in various locations,
mostly on the frontier, and by a
steadily increasing collection of magnificent nature paintings, many of bird
and animal species never before pictured.
In 1808, when he was 23, he returned to Pennsylvania and stayed
long enough to marry Lucy Bakewell,
a remarkable young woman whose
faith in his work as a naturalist and
bird-painter never wavered. She was
the only woman to figure romantically

in his life, and yet he was p erfectly
willing to leave her for years at a
time while he wandered about, drawing birds. In 1820 Audubon embarked
on an exploration of the Mississippi
and its tributaries down to the Gulf of
Mexico, leaving Lucy with their two
sons, Victor and John Woodhouse, to
support, which she did for many years.
Audubon, throughout most of his
active life, pursued his art in the face
of innumerable handicaps. Workin g
on the frontier and in the wilderness
directly with nature rather than in the

manner of the "closet naturalists" who
merely studied the dried skins of
birds, he h ad many problems. Twice
on the Great Lakes both he and his
pictures were nearly lost in gales.
Once, on a river boat, he opened his
traveling chest to find that gunpowder
spilled from a broken bottle had
stained and ruined paintings to which
he'd devoted months of work. Many
times his sketching had to be done on
river boats that continually vibrated
with the laboring engines, and sometimes he worked by firelight.

Audubon found the
Carolina Coast an ideal
place for locating and
painting birds. At left is
his "Long-billed Curlew",
with the City of Charleston
in the background. A South
Carolina plantation is featured
in the background of his "American Snipe" painting. At bottom
right is Audubon's "Carolina Wren."

But John James Audubon never quit
working on the collection he'd long
called his Birds of Ame rica, and by
the spring of 1824 he had such a large
number of completed paintings he began tryin g to find a publisher or a
sponsor. H e pleaded in every likely
city in the United States for at least
some encouragement about its publication, but to no avail. H e determined
to take the collection to Europe, and,
finan ced partly by Lucy's savings, set
sail from New Orleans in May, 1826.
H e was alone except for his "d early
beloved Birds." In addition to his
completed pictures, which turned out
to be only the nucleus about which his
great work took shape, he had enough
materials to continue his work for
many months . They included many
sketches and unfinish ed paintings, and
voluminous notes from which to write
a tex t about the appearance, voice,
nes t, habits and habitat of each
fea thered species.
Audubon's bird paintings created a
sensation at the Royal Institution of
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Edinburgh, and then in Liverpool,
Manchester, London and Paris. The
Paris Academy of Sciences declared
his work "the most magnificent monument yet erected to ornithology." An
Edinburgh publishing firm agreed to
extend credit for producing Birds of
America and issued a prospectus of it.
John James Audubon was not only to
have supervision of the copper-engraving and hand-coloring of the vast
number of huge plates but he was to
market the whole work, which was
to b e issued in parts at intervals but
sold by advance subscription at $1,000
p er set. The entire undertaking required over ten years, the first three
of which Audubon spent in Europe.
H e returned to America in 1829, and
took Lucy with him when he went
back to Europe in early 1830. During
the next seven years he divided his
time b etween America and Europe,
always taking Lucy with him.
It was with the most agreeable anticipation that the naturalist, on his
return to this country in the fall of
1831, made ready for his exploration
into the South. After b eing warmly
received by scientific acquaintances in

New York, he and Lucy went on to
Philadelphia, where they were m et by
their son Victor. Audubon did not forget that he was in America to sell subscriptions to his Birds as well as on a
collecting expedition, and in Philadelphia he made a sale to The Philosophical Society. The three Audubons
then traveled to Baltimore, and there
they separated, with Lucy going to
Louisville with Victor and the "American woodsman" starting on one of the
most rewarding of his insatiable
searches for wildlife. He was accompanied by a landscape artist named
George Lehman, who had painted
bird-habitat backgrounds for him
some years earlier, and by H enry
Ward, a taxidermist whom h e had
brought with him from England.
The men went by steamboat down
Chesapeake Bay to Norfolk, Virginia,
and up the James River to Richmond,
where the Governor of Virginia
showed them around and promised to
encourage the legislature to subscribe
to the Birds for the State Library.
From the next stop, Fayetteville,
North Carolina, Audubon on October .
13th wrote Lucy that the journey by

Reverend John Bachman
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mail coach from Richmond had been
in pouring rain on horrible roads and
that the passengers had had to "work
for 2 & ¼ hours in the mud knee-deep
and wet to the skin-our vehicle being
on the point of upsetting" and that
they'd finally been transferred to a
ramshackle wagon for the last of the
trip. "But," continued the naturalist,
once arrived, they'd gone into the
woods and "overtaken the Birds-the
Mocking Birds and Robbins are in
full song-and collected a few rare
birds which are now under the hand
of the operator H enry Ward-and we
have collected a few fine Insects-"
For the woodsman the unpleasant
journey had been quite worthwhile.
Audubon next made his way to
Columbia, South Carolina, where he
had planned to stay two days. H e
wrote that he thought "Columbia College, at least, will Subscribe." Since
the three travelers, going on by stagecoach, arrived in Charleston, South
Carolina, on October 16th, it seems
unlikely that the naturalist stayed in
Columbia on this particular trip as
long as he'd planned. Possibly he was
anxious to reach the South Carolina
coastal area he'd long wanted to explore. By October 23rd Audubon was
writing enthusiastically to Lucy from
Charleston, "I have just finished a
drawing-of a very rare species of
Heron-"
The "American woodsman" was
carrying with him on his travels two
hundred letters of introduction, one
of which was to a Charleston clergyman named Gilman, and Gilman introduced him to the Rev. John Bachman, pastor of St. John's Lutheran
Church. Rev. Bachman, a superbly
fine and generous man, was an extraordinary combination of preacher and
scientist, gifted at both callings. He
was to play a very important part in
Audubon's life and work for many,
many years after their first meeting.
His first help came in the form of a
warm and insistent invitation to the
naturalist and his two assistants to
move into his home and stay as long
as they liked. Here is the way Auclubon described to Lucy, in his October 23rd letter, the beginning of his
relationship with the highly esteemed
minister:
-Revd Mr. Gilman-presented
me in the street to the Revd Mr.
Bachman-Mr. Bachman!! why my
Lucy Mr. Bachman would have us
all to stay at his house-he would

have us to make free there as if we
were at our own encampment at
the head waters of Some unknown
Rivers-He looked as if his heart
had been purposely made of the
most benevolent materials granted
to man by the Creator to render all
about him most happy-We removed to his house in a crackfound a room already arranged for
Henry to skin our Birds, another
for me & Lehman to Draw and a
third for thy Husband to rest his
bones in on an excellent bed! An
amiable Wife and Sister-in-Law,
Two fine young D aughters and 3
paires more of Cherubs all of whom
I already look upon as if brought up
among themOut shooting every Day-Skinning, Drawing, Talking Ornithology
The whole evening, noon, and
morning-This -is the situation of
thy husband at Charleston South
CarolinaA week later Audubon wrote his
wife a second letter from Charleston;
it included:
I certainly have met with more
kindness in this place than anywhere else in the United Stateshere I am the very pet of every
body-I am positively busy-Mr.
Bachman is more kind every dayI visited Sullivan's Island 3 days
ago in the Company of D oer H enry
Ravenell of this place and hunted
all day-had a splendid breakfast
Dinner and was conveyed to & fro
in a 6 oars boat all free gratis. Doer
Ravenell is a great Conchologist and
will give me a fine mess of shells-Henry has prepared 157 Skins
amongst which are upwards of 20
Carion Crows & Turkey Buzzardsthe ground Dove of which I have
drawn 5 on a Wild Orange branch
is one of the Sweetest Birds I have
ever seen-I have just finish ed a
Drawing of 2 Large Curlews-Tomorrow we are going with Friend
Bachman and Doer Samuel Wilson
in Cariages 9 Miles shooting-The
Doer has made me a present of a
New Foundland Dog that is as
good as beautifulOn November 7, 1831, Audubon
wrote Lucy that he and his assistants
had been for three weeks under the
hospitable roof of his friends the
Bachmans, and that he and John
Bachman and others were to go the
next morning to Cole's Island for an
overnight stay. He added, "Mr. Bach-

man-is an excellent shot and full of
Life & Spirits: we Laugh & Talk as if
we had known each other for Twenty
Years."
In one volume of his Ornithological
Biography, which was published in
five volumes in Edinburgh in the
1830s, John James Audubon told details of that trip to Cole's Island:
One beautiful November morning I left Charleston with my host
the Reverend John Bachman for a
visit to Cole's Island, twen ty miles
distant. When our shooting was
over we left our various birds in a
summer cottage, then we separated.
Some of the crew went off to fish ,
others to gather oysters. We gunners
made ready for the arrival of the
Longbilled Curlews at sunset. They
began to appear in twos, threes or
fives-by no means shy-and were
the same that we had seen near the
salt marshes on our way. The number of Curlews increased with the
lowering of the dusk Flocks, in
quicker succession, came not in
lines but in a long, regular mass not
more than thirty feet above, with
individuals no more than feet apart.
Not a note or cry did they sound.

The rare Bachman's warbler
was discovered by Dr.
John Bachman near Charleston
and named for him by his
friend Audubon.

They would flap regularly for ten
or more yards, then sail for a few
seconds, their long bills and legs
stretched to their full extent, directly toward the "Bird Banks."
There they alighted without performing the evolutions that they
exhibit at their feeding grounds. We
followed them to these small sandy
islands, but the moment they saw
us land, the flock of several thousand rose, performed a few revolutions in silence, and alighted again
with one accord on the far edges of
the sand bank close to tremendous
breakers. It was now dark, but flocks
were still arriving as we left the
place.
We had procured fish , fowl and
oysters, in addition to delicaciesbeefsteaks and beverages-tak en
with us from Charleston. We had
no cook, however, but your humble
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servant. Onto a blazing fire that
lighted the cottage we tossed our
fish and oysters. The steaks we stuck
on sticks before the blaze. Our salt
was gunpowder, as many a time,
for me, in the past-for plates an d
forks we had none, a lack which
only increased our mirth. Our supper over, we spread our blankets on
the floor, stretched out with feet
towards the fire and arms folded
under our heads for pillows. I need
not tell you how soundly we slept.
All the leading citizens of Charleston , which according to Audubon had
at the time a population of about 30,000, were friendly and helpful to the
visiting naturalist. They showered him
with presents, varying from tame birds
to a silver snuffbox, and extended to
him repeated dinner invitations, most
of which he was too busy to accept.
The local newspapers praised him
and his work and publicized the fact
that, while he was in the city, word
had been received of his election to
membership in the prestigious Society
of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.
Bachman and the other scientists to
whom the clergyman introduced Audubon distributed among their acquaintances subscription papers for
the forthcoming Birds, with promising
results.
The nature lover considered the
Bachman home and its surroundings
ideal. It was a white mansion set in
green lawns bordered by mignonette,
sweet alyssum, verbena and snow-onthe-mountain, and surrounded by gardens of roses and jasmine, all made
more beautiful by the sights and
sounds of many birds. There were
petunias, camellias and wisteria, and
pomegranate, mulberry and fig trees.
Climbing the handsome magnolias
were the red-flowered trumpet vines,
favorites of the hummin gbirds. Not
far away were a duck pond, pigeon
cotes, an aviary, and bee hives.
Audubon and his assistants collected, and he began sketches of,
whooping cranes, wood ibis, dabchicks, greb e, sandpipers, kildeer,
pied oyster catchers, mockingbirds,
yellow-breasted rail, plover, great
terns, sandwich terns, roseate terns,
cormorants, darters , egrets, vultures,
as well as "all the dear herons." John
Bachman was of great help in accumulating descriptive material on
the birds' habits and habitats. Maria
Martin, Bachman's sister-in-law, who
had had experience making drawings
14

for his scientific p apers and who later
became his second wife, skillfully
painted Southern plants and wild
flow ers for Audubon's b ackgrounds.
Audubon hated to leave Charleston,
"a wonderfully hospitable place," but
he could put off no longer investigating the nestin g habits of certain
Florida water birds. So, on November
15th, he and his assistants caught the
packet Agnes for St. Augustine, and
soon thereafter went on by revenue
cutter to Key West. He wrote Lucy
that his "most Excellent Friend Bachman" would b e his diligent but unpaid Southern agent for Birds, and
that he'd left a number of his pictures
in the minister's care because, he said,
"I know him so well and know him
to b e so uprightly good-"
In Florida, Audubon continued with
his avid collecting and painting, adding to his collection flamingoes, pelicans, caracaras, and many varieties of
herons and swans.
On his return trip he stopped in
Savannah, Georgia, where he was
quite weU received and sold several
subscriptions. In mid-March of 1832
he arrived back in Charleston for a
month's visit, presenting John Bachman with the gift he'd brought from
th e Florida Keys-four live eaglets.
The delighted Bachman, noting Audubon's battered leather clothes, deeply
tanned skin , full b eard and mustachios
"as gray as a badger's," wrote that his
fri end resembled "a grizzly bear,
forty-s even years old."
The winter of 1833-34 found Audubon, Lucy, and their younger son,
John, in Charleston , living in the Bachman home, which had b ecome Southern headquarters for ornithological
pursuits. By this time both John , who
was 21 in 1833, and Victor, 24, were
involved in phases of the collecting,
art work and business associated with
Birds of America. John , who traveled
south ahead of his parents, hardly
arrived at the Bachmans' before falling in love with the oldest Bachman
daughter, Maria, whom he married,
much to his father's delight, in the
spring of 1837.
En route to Charles ton in 1833, Audubon and Lucy had a pleasant visit
in Columbia. At Columbia College,
Dr. Thom as Cooper not only received
them cordially but made an advance
of $400 toward the college subscription for Birds-which enabled the
Audubons, who had just endured
some rough stagecoach and flatboat

traveling, to hire a comfortable carriage for the ride to Charleston.
During the ensuing years, the Audubons were in Charleston as often
as the by-then-famous naturalistartist could find time for the trip. In
1839, Victor married Mary Eliza Bachman, another of John's daughters, and
again the elder Audubon was delighted. Sad to relate, John Audubon's
wife Maria died in 1840, and Mary
Eliza in 1841, both of tuberculosis.
Even after Victor and John remarried,
however, the Audubons and Bachmans moved on through the years
almost as a single family. When they
weren't together, the correspondence
and specimen-mailing back and forth
between them was voluminous.
The original edition of Birds of
America, called the "elephant edition"
because the 435 water-color bird
paintings were each lifesize prints
measuring 391/z by 261/2 inches, was
completed in June, 1838, in four morocco-bound volumes. A few years
later came the publication of Audubon's second great work, Birds of
America in folio-size, containing fullcolor paintings of more than 1,000
birds, each with the lifelike quality
characteristic of all his wildlife
paintings.
It was John Bachman who first
interested Audubon in producing the
two-volume Quadrupeds of North
America, the last of the three great
Audubon works. Bachman did inuch
of the field research for its life histories of America's native mammals
and wrote almost all the text. The two
friends worked together closely on the
first volume, which appeared in 1845.
Much of the art work of the second
volume was done by John and Victor,
as Audubon's magnificent powers
were gradually waning. He died at
his home on the Hudson River in New
York in January, 1851, before Quadrupeds was completed.
When Donald Culross Peattie
wrote, "Perhaps no man of his era
knew America as John James Audubon did," he might have added that
no part of America was dearer to the
great man than the Carolina coast.

Audubon's painting of the
ivory-billed woodpecker still
stands as one of the most
beautiful depictions of this
rare species.
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FARM POND

SUCCESS:
A MATTER Of
MANAGEMENT
by MAC WATSON

A little time and attention to basic population
principles will assure more-and bigger-fish
in your pond.
"I can't catch any fish in my pond"
and "my fish just won't grow" are two
comments often made by South Carolina pond owners. What makes one
pond a successful fishing pond while
a neighboring pond has a reputation
as a poor one? Of the approximately
45,000 farm ponds in South Carolina,
ranging in size from one-quarter acre
to hundreds of acres, the question of
what makes one particular pond a
success or failure as a fishing pond
often arises.
The answer to this question can be
summed up in one word-management! W ebster's defin es th e word management as the managing, controlling
or directin g of a person , thing or business. Fish ponds and fi sh pond management have been present in man's
history since ancient Egyptian and
Chinese civilizations. Though the management was crude, man's thoughts
were concerned, then as now, on culturing and managing a fi sh population.
It wasn't until the 1930's that modern
fish pond management evolved and
16

began to focus its attention on the
"how's" and "why's" of developing and
managing a pond to produce the maximum amount of quality and quantity
sport fishing .
During the last 40 years, a great
deal of research, work and time has
been expended by college, federal and
state fish eries personnel on solving the
problems associated with fish ponds.
Many of the "how's" and "why's" have
been answered through this work and
one would assume that the problem of
a "poor" fish pond would be a thing
of the past. This is not true. The major
hurdle is communicating this body of
knowledge to the public. Having dealt
with several thousand pond owners, I
have observed that most pond owners
have a common problem : They do not
understand or will not apply the basic
principles of population management
to fish. Th e same rules that regulate a
population of people, cattle, deer,
trees or any other species also regu- ,,
late a population of fi sh. It's a reasonable assumption that for an individual

-
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to succeed in a business or occupation,
he must understand what he's selling
or producing. A farmer doesn't prepare a field or plant a crop without
prior knowledge of what it takes to
have a successful harvest. When looking at a fish pond, let us look at the
pond itself as a field and the fish we
produce in the pond as a crop. Our
goal is to produce a crop which possesses both quality and quantity.
It is not essential that every pond
owner take a biology or ecology course
to be a successful pond manager. With
a little common sense and an insight
into several principles of population
ecology, he can fully understand the
mechanics behind pond management.
In a pond, all organisms, plant or
animal, must have basic requirements
provided for their survival: oxygen,
food, space and water are some of the
more important factors. Food is of
prime importance to all living organisms. In order to fully understand its
effect, the food chain in a bass-bluegill pond must be understood.
Nutrients ( nitrogen-phosphate-potassium) and sunlight are utilized for
growth and the production of organic
matter by microscopic green algae,
called phytoplankton. Phytoplankton
is the food for microscopic animals,
called zooplankton, and aquatic insects. The zooplankton and aquatic
insects are fed on by a forage fish species, such as the bluegill. Bluegills, in
turn, are the prey of a predator fish
species which, in most farm ponds, is
the largemouth bass.
A food pyramid gives us another
view of the critical role food plays
in a bass-bluegill pond. The largemouth bass, being the dominant predator, sits at the top of the pyramid.
At the bottom is the phytoplankton,
the primary producer of food in
the pond. The levels in between are
occupied by other aquatic organisms,
which are both predator and prey.
A good example of how this pyramid works in a pond is the largemouth
bass. It takes about three pounds of
bluegill flesh to produce one pound of
bass. It takes about 20 pounds of insects and 10 pounds of zooplankton to
produce three pounds of bluegill. It
takes about 15 pounds of algae to produce one pound of insects and zooplankton. Therefore, 450 pounds of
algae are required to produce one
pound of bass.
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Since energy is lost during food
conversion and additional energy is
also exp ended by the organism in
chasing and capturing its food , the
food pyramid of algae to bass can be
viewed three different ways: by size,
numbers, and biomass ( living weight).
As you advance to each succeeding
level of the pyramid, the size of the
individual organisms gets larger. As
the organisms get larger, their number
and total living weight (biomass) get
proportionately smaller. These are
specific laws of nature.
Using inorganic fertilizers, man has
been able to manipulate this pyramid
to his advantage. The addition of inorganic nitrogen, phosphate and potassium to waters lacking these nutrients provides the elements needed
to enlarge the primary producers ...
the phytoplankton. Expansion of these
producers enables subsequent levels
of organisms to grow, reproduce and
enlarge th eir populations. The end result for the pond fish erman is more
bluegills and bass.
Pond fertilization also provides a
second benefit to the pond owner. The
population explosion of millions of
microscopic single-celled algae after
fertilization gives the pond's water a
dark green or brownish color. This
color is commonly referred to as a
"bloom." A thick "bloom" will prevent
the penetration of sunlight to the
pond's bottom. Without sunlight,
rooted aquatic weeds such as water
lilies, coontail, water milfoil and a vast
multitude of filam entous algae cannot
grow. Any fisherman who has spent
most of the day cleaning his lure or
hook and line can attest to how obnoxious these weeds can be. Not to
mention the pond owner who annually
has to spend several hundred dollars
just on controlling these nuisance
weeds.
The combination of the largemouth
bass (Micropterus salmoides) and the
bluegill (L epomis macrochirus), which
is often referred to as "bream," are
the two fish species most commonly
stocked in ponds in the Southeast.
The bluegill provides the bass with
a readily available food supply and
the bass, as an efficient predator, prevents the bluegill population from
becoming overcrowded and stunted.
This remarkable combination of bassbluegill only is not found in nature
and provides man, through proper
18
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Small Bass and Bluegill

management, a sport fishing opportunity that is unparalleled.
For ponds that will be fertilized
regularly, an initial stocking rate of
1,000 bluegills and 100 bass p er acre
is recommended. Unfertilized ponds
receive one-half that number. Bluegill
fingerlings, which can be obtained
from federal and state fish hatcheries,
are stocked first during the fall of the
year. Largemouth bass fingerlings are
stocked the following May.
The questions of when and how a
new pond should be fished are of ten
asked. When it comes to fishing, I've
found that just about everybody has
his or her own ideas on the subject.
General recommendations provided
b y most fishery biologists on pond
fishing, on a management basis, are
as follows : Fishing in a new pond or
an older pond that has been restocked
should begin after the originally
stocked bass have had their first
spawn. Bass spawn when they are one
year old, so fishing should not commence until one year after stocking.
F ertilized ponds can yield an annual harvest of 120 pounds of bluegill
and 30 pounds of bass per acre. Harvest of these fish should be spread out
over a period of time.
Since the bluegill is such a highly
prolific spawner, all bluegills caught
should be kept and not returned to
th e pond. All bass caught under ten
inch es total length should be returned
to the pond if uninjured. Bass are nature's major predator on the highly
reproductive bluegill and the removal
of too many bass can result in th e
pond's becoming overpopulated with
"stunted" bluegills.
Biologists define a "balanced" bassbluegill population as a population
that is capable of producing satisfactory annual crops of harvestablesized fish of both species.
F ailure of either the bass, the bluegill or both species to reproduce and
maintain a satisfactory annual yield of
harvestable-sized fish is termed an
"unbalanced" fish population.
Why does a pond's bass-bluegill
population suddenly go out of balance? Fishery biologists have found
that most failures with fish ponds are
due to one or a combination of the
following reasons :
( 1) Competitive fish species. A
"competitive" or "wild" fish species is
defined best as a fish not stocked from
19

a fish hatchery. These fish are either
not eliminated from the pond prior to
stocking with hatchery fish or they
enter the pond after stocking. These
fish compete for food and space in the
pond, thus reducing the productivity
of the bluegills. Failure of the bluegills to grow and reproduce directly
affects the productivity of the bass.
Shiners, suckers, bullhead catfish,
crappie and carp are examples of
competitive fish species.
( 2) Overcrowded bluegills. Harvest
of the original bass prior to their first
spawn or heavy fishing pressure on
both adult bass and bluegills will
often result in a "stunted", overcrowded bluegill population. In such
a population, the remaining bass are
few but usually large and difficult to
catch because of the large supply of
overcrowded bluegills available for
food. The bluegills are thin, small
and "popeyed" and can usually be
seen in large numbers along the edges
of the pond.
( 3 ) Improper fertilization. Failure
to properly fertilize a pond or no
fertilization after the first year of
fishing is a reason for many unbalanced fish ponds. Remembering that
the initial stocking number of bluegills and b ass is doubled when the
pond owner indicates he will fertilize
the pond, failure to do so will result
in the overstocking of fish to the fer-

tility of the water. This is another
cause of an overcrowded, stunted fish
population.
( 4) Improper stocking. One of the
hardest things to do, in my opinion,
is to accurately "eyeball" a pond and
tell its acreage. I've seen people estimate three-acre ponds as being nine
acres. This proves to be a major problem for people who submit fish application requests for restocking and
overestimate the actual size of their
pond. If this error is not caught, overstocking will again occur. Soil Conservation Service personnel ( SCS )
can provide an accurate acreage for
your pond and they should b e consulted prior to requesting fish for restocking. Also in this category are

Tu;o common farm pond problems are rooted aquatic weeds,
an obnoxious problem that can be curtailed by fertili zation,
and the presence of a competitive fish
species like the bullhead catfish above.
"Wild" fish compete for food and space in the pond.
_,,.
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people who decide to stock either the
bluegill or the bass but not both
species together. Since these species
are dependent upon each other for
a healthy, balanced population, to do
so is foolish. The third example of
improper stocking is the case of the
pond owner who decides not to use
hatchery bass and bluegills but
catches a few adults of both species
and stocks them in his new pond.
Since it is impossible to estimate the
degree of reproduction by either the
adult bass or bluegill, this method of
stocking is usually a total failure.
( 5) Fish kills due to pesticides and
natural causes. Fish populations can
be seriously affected by a pesticide
kill or by a natural cause such as an
oxygen depletion. Most pesticide kills
eliminate the majority of the fish population within 24 to 48 hours. Oxygen
depletions usually kill the larger fish
in the population since they require
more oxygen for respiration. When
this occurs, the reduction of the larger
bass leaves the remaining bluegills
free to spawn unchecked. Without this
essential predation, the bluegill population expands and becomes overpopulated.
Management is the "key" to a successful fish pond. South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department freshwater fishery biologists
provide fish pond population balance
checks, free of charge, during the
summer. This service, if requested by
th e pond owner, will show him the
exact nature of his pond's fish population . At the time of this inspection,
the biologist will provide recommendations to improve the pond's productivity and future success as a fishing
resource.
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6alt Maroh:

Oueotion of 6urvival
by Pete Laurie

photography by Ted Borg

The moot productive, of ecooyotemo,
the oalt maroh io 0160 one of the moot challenging to ito inhabitanto.
Flicking their meaty little tails , a
group of young shrimp darts backwards among the grass stems in the
shallow water of a small tidal pool.
They are feeding voraciously on the
rich soup of suspended organic particles, unaware that the receding tide
has left their little pool stranded in the
middle of the grassy salt marsh plain.
But soon the early summer sun begins to drive water temperature to an
uncomfortable level . Evaporation
quickly increases the salt content of
the water. The young shrimp begin to
search for an escape from these now
difficult environmental conditions .

Then a sudden shadow sweeps
across the marsh and a summer thundershower starts to drench the area .
Cool rain water pours into the little
pool , instantly dropping the temperature and salinity. Still fighting desperately to adjust to previously higher
temperature and salinity, the shrimp
are totally unprepared for this drastic
reversal. The little riverlets of rain water
also wash silt and mud into the pool to
clog the gills of the already weakened
shrimp . Several hours later the returning tide washes a big blue crab into the
depression . The crab gorges himself
on dead sh rimp.

Little catastrophes like th is are part
of daily life in the intertidal salt marsh
- one of the earth's harshest, most
changeable environments.
On steep rocky shore s, the intertid al
zone- that sort of no man 's land th at
separates earth from sea-is often
only a narrow band on a vertical cli ff,
covered with water at high tide , exposed at low tide . But in areas of low
lying coastal plains as in South Carolina , this intertidal zone become s
greatly exaggerated in the horizontal
dimension and may extend for miles.
Here develops the salt marsh - an
area part land and part sea-a unique
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geological region with a unique biological community.
The South Carolina salt marsh is a
flat, open, grassy expanse of sun and
wind, uniformly green or brown by
season. The marsh is perhaps best
appreciated from the air where at low
tide the myriad winding creeks etch
sharp patterns in the grassy surface,
then at high tide spill their dark waters
in among the grass to effect a sort of
giant, patchwork rice paddy. From a
distance it seems hospitable enough,
but on closer inspection the grass is
suddenly taller, thicker, and tougher
than expected. The oozing mud
clutches at the feet and ankles, and

even the smallest creek is almost too
deep , too wide to cross easily.
Land plants have attempted to extend their domain into this half dry-half
wet area, and some species of marine
animals have invaded the marsh from
the seaward side. But in this zone of
extremes, survival is difficult for any
but the most adaptable of organisms.
However, those plants and animals
that have solved the riddle of salt
marsh existence find such a wealth of
.nutrients in the marsh that often they
can produce tremendous populations.
Nutrients are washed into the estuarine waters of the salt marsh from
both sides - land and sea - to be-

come trapped by the rhythm of the
tides. Marsh inhabitants flou rish on
these trapped , well-circulated nutrients.
·Not only are nutrients trapped in the
marsh , but sediments as well. In fact,
that's how a marsh gets started . The
fine particles suspended in coastal
waters settle out in quiet areas behind
beaches and barrier islands to form
the muddy clay of the marsh soil. Like
nutrients, sediments can come from
two sources. Some are washed down
from upland areas by fresh water rivers
flowing to the sea. But in South Carolina, as in some other salt marsh regions , the mineral content of the marsh

The marsh in winter, with
its "fields " of dead spartina
stalks, appears unproductive , but the slow process of
bacterial decomposition
provides food year-round in
the form of detritus for animals
like the hermit crab at left.

soil bears a closer resemblance to the
ocean bottom on the continental shelf.
In areas of high wave energy like the
South Atlantic Coast, geologists believe that much of the clay material that
constitutes marsh soil is scoured by
wave action from the unconsolidated
material of the ocean floor. Severe
storms along the coast can erode the
bottom in as much as 50 feet of water.
On the other hand, in areas of low
wave energy, like the Gulf Coast, the
majority of marsh deposits are runoff
carried by rivers such as the Mississippi which has built a huge salt marsh
at its mouth. Deposition of fine particles in the marsh is aided by the not
well understood process of flocculation - the lumping together of suspended materials when fresh water
meets salt water.
The system is not static - marshes
are constantly being built and torn
down and moved around, partially because sea level fluctuates considerably. Sea level on our coast has been
more or less stable for the past 3,000
years since rising several hundred feet
after the last Ice Age. The sea is still
generally on the rise relative to the
land, increasing about eight inches in
Charleston Harbor in the last fifty
years. Sea level not only has been
much lower than at present but at
times much higher. The marsh apparently has managed to keep pace ,
moving up and down , back and forth ,
always maintaining its buffer position
between land and sea.
The level of the marsh can change
with changing sea level provided the
change is not too abrupt. As sea level
rises, more sediment is trapped by the
marsh grass roots and the marsh floor
rises to keep pace with the sea. If sea
level falls , and the mud dries out, raising the salinity of the soil to such an
intolerable level that marsh plants die,
the exposed soil is eroded back close
to the mean high tide level.
The rich , .nutrient-laden marsh soil
might seem an ideal place for plants to
get started. But the flowering plants
that dominate the earth have evolved
for existence on the land. They depend upon fresh water for survival. The
great majority of these plants are totally unable to cope with the dissolved
salt in the seawater that inundates the
marsh at high tide. Even though the
water in the marsh is normally diluted
by fresh water so that it contains less
than the normal three and a half percent salt of sea water, it is still death to
all but one genus, and on our coast two
species , of the grass family.
These two plants are most often referred to by their Latin names: Spartina

Spartina saltmarsh is more productive
than almost any of man's carefully cultivated crops. In addition to providing
most marsh food, it traps sediments
and minimizes erosion.

alterniflora and Spartina patens . S. alterniflora, called cord grass or simply
marsh grass, is the dominant species
in South Carolina and constitutes the
great majority of plant life in the salt
marsh .
Spartina has been described as "a
tall thing of a few pencil-line-thi n
blades and an equally fine stalk from
which the seed heads jut off like raised
arms of a thicker line". Spartina is a
perennial - the leaves and stalk die
each winter but the root system and
underground stem, or rhizome, survive
below the surface . Although Spartina
is a flowering plant and produces
seeds, it relies more on its spreading
root system to colonize mud flats and
invade new areas. These same roots
help to trap sediments and minimize
erosion. So dense are stands of Spartina, and so pervasive the root system,
that seeds, Spartina or otherwise, have
little chance to make a start in the
marsh .
How can Spartina exist in the marsh
when other plants cannot? There are
several reasons: The walls of the individual cells that make up a plant's living tissue are permeable to water. That
is, water can pass in and out of plant
cells more or less freely. Water always
moves through permeable membranes from a less to a more concentrated solution to make the concentrations equal. Since most plants have a
lower concentration of salt than does
seawater, when plants are immersed
in salt water, the water within the cells
leaks out through the cell walls and this
loss of water is fatal to the plant.
The shifting soil of the marsh makes
life difficult for any plant lacking Spartina's densely interwoven root system.
Worse, marsh mud, rich in nutrients, is
also rich in bacteria and other microorganisms that use up all available
oxygen, so Spartina has developed a
system of air ducts that by simple diffusion allow oxygen to reach the roots.
These ducts open to the surrounding
air through the stomata in the leaves.
The stomata close at high tide to keep
the passages dry.
Spartina has overcome this water
loss problem by simply concentrating
salts within its cells at higher levels
than seawater. Water actually moves
into Spartina cells, pumping them up
like little inner tubes, to give the stems
additional strength . When salts become too concentrated in Spartina's
sap , the excess is secreted by special
glands at the leaf surface.
While Spartina with its special adaptations "thrives" in the salt marsh , a few
other plants "tolerate" salt marsh conditions. These plants exist on the
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Only about 10 percent of Spartina is
directly utilized by animals as a food
source - the bulk simply dies each fall
and drops to the ground. The dead
stalks are set upon by bacteria and the
conglomeration of dead grass and living bacte ria forms detritus, the major
food source for all higher organisms in
the marsh and surrounding waters.
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fringes of the marsh between Spartina and no large vertebrate herbivore has
and high ground plants . These border ever adapted to such an existence.
plants are so typical of the marsh
The bulk of Spartina 's tremendous
edge, and the transition so abrupt be- production simply dies each fall and
tween marsh and high ground, that in drops to the ground . The dead Sparsome states this vegetation is used to tina stalks are immediately set upon
set the legal boundaries of the marsh. and decomposed by bacteria. This
Spring tides push mats of dead conglomeration of dead grass and livSpartina stalks up into this zone where ing bacteria is called detritus, and
they smother much of the vegetation constitutes the major food source for
and keep the area open for such an- all higher organisms in the marsh and
nu al s as glasswort (Salicornia). surrounding waters . Bacterial decomGlassworts have evolved a stubby, position is a slow process, and alswollen shape without leaves , the bet- though aided by mechanical wave acter to resist wave damage during high tion , it may take a year for bacteria to
tides . Because of its shape , Salicornia break down completely each season's
has been called chicken toe and crop of Spartina. Consequently depickle plant. The woody sea oxeye tritus is available as a food source
with its little yellow flowers is another year-round.
Since the marsh does not exhibit the
common border plant on South
Carolina marshes , as is the black nee- typical food chain of plant , herbivore
dle rush (Juncus) which often takes and carnivore , but a more complex
over large areas of high marsh from system with detritus playing a major
role , study of the relationships of
Spartina .
But out in the heart of the marsh plants to animals and the energy transSpartina has no competition. The fer between these two groups bebeneficiary of ample sunlight, culti- comes very complicated. Many marsh
vated and fed by the sweeping tides , animals feed directly on detritus ,
Spartina is able to produce a great which they scrape or siphon from the
quantity of living material. In fact , Spar- mud surface or filter from the detritus
tina salt marsh is more productive than rich water which has been likened to
almost any of man 's carefully culti- vegetable soup. Other animals eat the
vated crops. Surprisingly , very little detritus eaters and each other.
Despite an abundance of food , the
Spartina , about ten percent, is directly
utilized by animals as a food source. physical demands of the salt marsh
One of the unusual aspects of the salt have limited animals as well as plants.
marsh is that there are very few plant As we have seen, the presence of salt
eaters , or herbivores, normally an im- in the marsh water keeps most land
portant link in the food chain of most plants from colonizing marsh areas.
ecosystems . Insects, principally the Salt itself is not a problem to many
salt marsh grasshopper, and a few animals: adjacent is the even saltier
small rodents eat the tough fibrous sea, populated with a myriad of animal
Spartina. White-tailed deer occasion- species. But the salt content of seawaally browse in the marsh but their tiny ter is stable, while in the estuarine
pointed hoofs are hardly suited for water of the marsh , salinity fluctuates
foraging across the muddy marsh soil, widely and sometimes rapidly. These
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Marsh predators, such as man and the
raccoon below, find a variety of highly
valued food species in the water and
mud of the marsh.

drastic flugtuations in salinity make life
difficult for many animal species.
Animals , like plants, must maintain a
salt balance with their surroundings.
Animals living in salt water are in balance with salt water and fresh water
animals with fresh water. Most can
adapt to slight changes in salinity, but
water in the marsh is subject to abrupt ,
severe changes of salinity. During
storms, salinity at high tide approaches that of sea water while after a
heavy rain, particularly at low tide , the
water of the estuary may be almost
fresh . In little tidal pools cut off by the
falling tide , evaporation can raise salinity to several times that of sea water.
Not only does the salinity of the water
change , but twice a day the water
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goes away completely, leaving many
parts of the marsh high and dry.
Few animals can cope with such
radical environmental changes . The
life history of the average marsh dweller is a constant battle to minimize or
escape from these changes. Many
seek refuge in the mud. In fact , the
intertidal zone in marsh regions is
characterized by mud dwelling fauna
while , on rocky shore lines, clinging
animals are typical of the intertidal
zone. A va riety of worms, including lug
worms and clam worms , spend all or
most of their lives in the mud where
conditions of temperature and salin ity
are more stable , dessication less of a
problem , and predators fewer. These
animals siphon detritus from the sur-

face or pump the nutrient laden water
into their burrows.
Other mud dwellers , such as the
fiddler crab, burrow into the mud at
high tide to avoid predators , then
emerge at low tide to forage across the
muddy substrate for detritus particles.
Ideally adapted for life in the salt
marsh , fiddlers have gills as well as a
primitive lung and so can maintain
their activity both in and out of the water of the marsh .
But mud can be a hazard as well as
a haven. Lack of oxygen becomes a
problem at low tide when burrows are
dry or filled with stagnant water. The
permanent mud dwellers may be
forced to slow their metabolism or take

other steps to reduce their need for
oxygen. An imals that cannot survive
prolonged periods without oxygen
must establ ish themsel ves fairly low in
the intertidal zone where they are
covered with water long enough to
feed and breathe.
Stationary or sessile animals such
as oysters and barnacles have the
same problem. If their mobile larval
forms settle too high in the tidal zone ,
then the nonmobile adults are not
covered with water long enough to filter sufficient nutrients from the water.
These animals can close their shells at
low tide to prevent dessication but
then have no way to resupply their
oxygen demand. The lower tidal zone
provides time for feeding and respiration but generally is populated with a
greater number of predators. So the
ideal zone for oysters is determined by
salinity and water level , the two most
common problems facing marsh inhabitants.
But the sessile animals have their
problems with the soft substrate of the
marsh which is anything but ideal for
permanent attachment. Most sessile
animals filter detritus and plankton
from the water column. If the water becomes too silty it can clog the feeding
and breathing apparatus of these animals. Heavy depositions of sediments
can at times bury whole bottom communities.

Stationary or sessile animals, like the oysters at left
and the barnacles below, filter detritus and plankton
from the water column for their food supply.

Related to oysters and barnacles
are the several species of snails, or
gastropods, which also survive in the
marsh by withdrawing into their shells
when conditions don't suit them. The
snails have the additional advantage
of mobility. Best known of the marsh
snails is the periwinkle , which can be
seen inching up Spartina stalks to
scrape algae from the plant's surface
with its little rasping tongue, avoiding
swimming predators in the process.
Other common marsh gastropods
include the mud snails (Nassarius)
which at first glance appear to be so
many little muddy humps dotting the
uniform mud flats. On closer inspection they can be seen moving at the
standard snail's pace, leaving meandering trails in the mud. Nassarius at
times reach locally high population
levels, but despite their protective

shell and detritus diets, they too are
found only in certain areas, not across
the entire range of the marsh.
Animals of the group crustacea lack
the heavy protective shells of the oyster and the snail. They are covered
instead with a thin exoskeleton which
serves to insulate them somewhat
from environmental changes while allowing much greater mobility. Best
known of the crustacea are the crabs
and shrimp. A variety of crabs inhabit
the marsh from the tiny oyster crab to
the commercially harvested blue
crabs. Like the fiddler crab, most are
well adapted for survival at high or low
tide. Blue crabs swim well enough to
avoid or escape from severe environmental stress and can hold their own
against most marsh predators.
Shrimp are mobile enough to move
completely in and out of the marsh,
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which they do regularly and, to the
dismay of the commercial shrimper,
often unpredictably. Shrimp , like many
other swimming species, are not really
permanent residents of the marsh.
They spawn offshore and , after the
eggs hatch, the tiny immature shrimp
depend upon ocean currents and
tides to push them back up into the
marsh . Here they find abundant food
and refuge from predators. Shrimp
counter the marsh 's typically abrupt
changes in temperature and salinity
by merely moving to more suitable
situations .
Many species of fish spend all or
part of their lives in the salt marsh and
adjoining waters . Fish are not only
highly mobile but are well insulated
from environmental changes by skin,
scales , and a thin covering of mucus .
They are thus highly suited for a marsh
existence . Three quarters of the commercially and recreationally important
species of fish on the Atlantic Coast
spend some part of their life cycle in
the marsh . Many use the marsh as a
protective " nursery ground " for their
young , as do shrimp ; others move into
estuarine areas to feed on detritus, invertebrates, or other fish . Among the
most commonly found fish in and
around South Carolina's salt marshes
are the star drum , bay anchovy and, to
the delight of fishermen , croaker and
spot.
Among the vertebrates , birds because of their visibility and movement
are among the best known and most
often observed marsh an imals . Most
birds use the marsh strictly as a feeding ground and are well suited for coping with this changeable environment.
At low tide , willets , whimbrels , and
godwits fly to exposed mud flats to
probe for marine worms and small
crabs with their long bills. When high
tide inundates the flats they simply retreat to higher ground to rest and
preen. Herons and egrets carefully
stalk the shallows for small fish and
shrimp, while mergansers and grebes
dive for swimming prey.

Periwinkles (left) are the best known of the marsh snails
and can often be seen inching up Spartina stalks to
scrape algae from the plant's surface. But the most visible
inhabitants of the salt marsh are its birds , like the black
skimmers at top and the Louisiana heron above .
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The marsh also protects valuable boundaries. Tides vary in height day by
coastal property from erosion and day depending on the wind as well as
storm damage. Stands of Spartina the varying angles of the sun and the
grass sometimes take a beating during moon . In addition, acres and acres of
a heavy storm but will grow back quick- high marsh are flooded only a couple of
ly. Better yet, this natural storm barrier times a month during spring tides .
is already in place and costs nothing to These areas are usually blanketed with
maintain. But the protection the marsh short stands of Spartina or Juncus and
provides often goes unnoticed : keep- are not as productive as some lower
ing something from happening rather marsh areas but are still valuable. They
than making something happen is sel- are also easy to "reclaim " - just a little
dike work, a little fill , and you 've got
dom the best way to gain attention.
some land whose value is obvious to
The marsh is also a pretty good pol- the most near-sighted of men. Then
lution filter. The tides flush the marsh the next step is to fill to the mean high
twice a day so that few stagnant areas water mark or block a small creek.
develop and the high concentrations of Much destruction of marshlands probacteria quickly decompose waste ceeds without any planning. The
materials. But, again , this is a subtle, marsh has always seemed to be a
hard-to-measure effect.
handy place to dump solid wastes and
Another problem the marsh has al- small garbage dumps can develop
ways faced is a lack of clearly defined over the years into landfills.

The saltmarsh is a complex habitat
not always appreciated even by
those most directly dependent on it.
It is difficult for the commercial
fisherman to relate the size
of his shrimp catch to the health
of a salt marsh that may
be 50 miles away.

Few birds, however, actually live or
nest in the marsh . Those that do, such
as the clapper rail and the long-billed
marsh wren , have learned to live with
the occasional destruction of their
nests at exceptionally high tide.
The marsh is a paradoxical environment of few species but huge
populations . Like the desert, it is a
place where physical factors rather
than competition determine population dynamics. The tremendous production of food in the marsh continually sustains shrimp , crabs , oysters,
and fish at levels that man can commercially harvest. But only about 60
percent of marsh production is utilized
within the marsh. The rest is available
for export to offshore waters where it
directly or indirectly maintains organisms living miles from the marsh .
Unfortunately, the salt marsh , for all
its productive importance, is a subtle
place and thus often misunderstood or
even maligned as a "wasteland " . The
unusual , detritus-bas ed food chain
creates much of this misunderstanding. If shrimp or blue crabs could be
seen shinn ing up Spartina stalks to
nibble on the long pointed leaves, then
perhaps the marsh would be appreciated as the prime producer of
commercia l fishing species. The
farmer has no problem tracing the milk
production of his cows to the alfalfa
crop , but the oyster picker doesn 't always see the same connection between oysters and Spartina. It has
been even more d iff icult for the
offshore fisherman , commerical or recreational , to realize that the size of his
catch depends to a great extent upon
the health and well-being- and indeed the very existence- of a salt
marsh which may be 50 miles away.
Photo by Linda and Stuart Gregg
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Man lias oecome familiar with areas
tliat are either land or wate~ but lias
clifficulty clealing with the marsh, which
is alternately both but never real!~
either. In fact, man seems to liave as
much trouble adapting to the marsh as
ao other organisms. We want to build
our homes and factories on the edge of
tlie marsh but can't decide exact!~
wliere the edge is. We want to dump
our waste products into the waters of
the marsh yet gather our food from
these same waters. Perhaps one da~
we will realize that we cannot do both.
But unlike the i::>lants and animals
we ma~ well destroy the marsli before
we learn to live with it.
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Listed below are some of the films available from the South Carolina Wildlife
and Marine Resources Department. These films will be of interest to clubs, schools
and other organizations planning programs in the future. Films are available without
cost except that of postage and insurance to return the film.

*Films produced by the South Carolina Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department.

*Carolina Heritage (27 mins.)
The story of the Heritage Trust Program . a plan to preserve the great natural and historical resources of South
Carolina.

*The Thin Green Line (26 mins.)
A natural history of South Carolina's salt marshes. Includes activi ties related to the marsh such as fishing and
crabbing . Coastal nesting birds, microscopic animals, endangered species and ways to preserve the marsh add to
the interest.

*Room to Roam (27 mins.)

Prowlers of the Everglades (25 mins.)
Behavior and habitat of all igators, cottonmouth snakes,
largemouth bass, birds, raccoons, etc.

Return of the Wild Turkey (25 mins.)
Habitat and behavior of nesting turkeys and co nservation .

So Little Time (26 mins.)
Habitat and behavior of waterfowl Du ck identification.
Conservation of wildlife .

White Tailed Deer (27 min s.)
Habitat improvement of deer. Also shows age identification and live traps.

A Place to Live (15 mins.)

Opportunities available to the public on S. c .·s Game
Management Areas ; hunting, fishing , hiking, camping and
other outdoor activities.

Importance of leaving and providing habitat for game
and other wildlife near farms .

Striped Bass Fishing (23 mins.)

Estuarine Heritage (25 mins.)

Fishing for striped bass and production of striped bass
fry through development of hatchery techniques .

Importance of our estuarine areas where the sea and
fresh water meet.

*A Spot for Life

Retrievers (12 mins.)
Training of Retrievers . A must for good duck hunting.

Mysteries of the Deep (25 mins.)
Hidden and unexplained sea life.

Nature's Half Acre (25 mins.)
The many different animals living, nesting and feeding
within a half-acre.

(28 mins.)
The story of the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge .
Pres Lane, manager of the refuge is featured along with the
ducks, geese, deer, all igator, wading birds, etc. that visit
this unique area.

*Four Holes-A Hidden World (28 mins.)
A trip through South Carolina's Four Holes Swamp, one
of the world's most beautiful areas.

For further information, or to order films, write:
South Carolina Wildlife
Motion Picture Library
P. 0 . Box 167
Columbia, South Carolina 29202

by John Davis
Within sight
of the state capitol,
fishermen bring in stripers
upwards of forty pounds.
Line sliced the water into a sizzling
of droplets, each sparkling briefly to
life before falling back to the boiling
river. The open-face reel groaned
steadily and gave more line to the
unseen fish powering its way among
submerged boulders.
After 30 yards the drag began to
tell and the first run was broken.
Only a few feet were regained, however, before the big fish rolled beneath the surface and slammed its
muscled body back to the deep currents. Strained monofilament rasped
over cold granite and the line went
slack with a suddenness that almost
toppled the fisherman backward from
his p erch atop the slick rocks.
Reeling in line, the man sat speechless and fumbled for a smoke as his
opponent of moments before nibbed
its stinging jaw against the mossy
rocks to dislodge the already loosened
hook.
Wa.tching the scene brought a remembrance of similar battles fought
and lost and a few that I had won
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with the striped bass of Columbia's
Saluda and Congaree Rivers.
My first trip for the capital's stripers came more than 20 years ago as
a boy barely large enough to hold the
heavy rod with its casting reel and
braided line supplied by my father.
The trip ended fishless, largely because I managed several backlashes
with knots enough to fool a sailor and
still had time to sink a treble hook in
my patient father's forearm. Line was
eventually untwisted and hook wounds
healed so that within a few days we
were back on the river and my first
silver striper lay exhausted on the
graveled shore.
Battling the power-charged fish
amid the rivers' magic produces an
intoxicating effect that lasts through
the years. By the time our neighborhood group of youthful anglers
reached high school age, many a
teacher correctly suspected the correlation between spring homeroom
tardies and the lingering smell of fish.

,.,
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PUBLIC ACCESS POINTS
TO THE SALUDA
AND CONGAREE RIVERS

/~

@ Lexington County Law Enforcement

Association
Park at gate and walk in to river.
Recommended Craft:
portable canoes or kayaks .
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
Concrete launch ramps.
Recommended Craft:
14 foot, shallow draft or smaller.
~ Riverbanks Park Commission
Park and walk in to river.
Recommended Craft:
Access is steep and rough;
only experienced whitewater boaters.
Granby Landing
Concrete launch ramp.
Recommended Craft:
14 foot, shallow draft for up river; larger
craft may be used for trips to SanteeCooper Lakes and Charleston.

@©
LAKE MURRAY
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Striped bass have been running up
Carolina's rivers to spawn for hundreds, perhaps thousands of years.
The construction and filling of the
Santee-Cooper reservoirs in the 1940's
should have ended the spring migrations for the Wateree, Congaree and striper turns westward into the lower
Saluda rivers above these lakes, but Saluda until its run is stopped beneath the Lake Murray dam.
this was not the case.
Clear waters from Lake Murray's was taken in the Saluda in 1973. I
Stripers trapped in the dammed off
waters were not seen for several years, bottom give the Saluda the icy crisp- saw a 46-pounder this past July and
but in the early 1950's creel surveys ness of a mountain stream. Its many a 37-pound striper was brought in
began to show good catches of the stretches of rapids add realism to this this past November."
Most fishermen agree that the best
hardy fish . A predominantly saltwater illusion. Boulders continue intermitfish had adapted to freshwater. South tently down into the Congaree ad- action for capital stripers occurs durCarolina Wildlife Department fisher- jacent to Columbia, though this river ing the months of May and June, but
as pointed out by Garner, many of
ies biologists began intensive studies is stained by silt from the Broad.
these fish stay in the Congaree and
Cothe
in
people
more
.
and
fish
"More
game
inland
of their newfound
Steps to insure the freshwater striper's lumbia area are beginning to realize Saluda all year.
Favorite artificials include the large
survival were so successful that a they don't have to go to Santee to get
type plugs, bucktails and Creek
Rebel
hatchery program was started to in- good striper action," C. M. Garner
lures, Striper Swipers and the
Chub
tackle
local
a
of
manager
As
troduce the fish to many of the state's said.
manufactured Striped D elight.
locally
Broad
the
of
union
the
near
shop
That
rivers.
and
other inland lakes
the striped bass is the official state and the Saluda, Garner has seen many Natural baits include cut herring or
shad and live bream or shad.
fish bears out the biologists' success a heavy stringer of capital stripers.
Outfits for river striper fishing
two
the
in
run
"Most of these fish
as well as the striper's popularity with
begin with a stout rod and
should
admitted,
he
class,"
pound
four
to
the sportsmen.
heavy freshwater to light
the
in
reel
eight
see
to
unusual
all
at
not
it's
"but
spawning
spring
the
Research on
run from Santee-Cooper's Lake Mar- to 16 pounders. I also know of about saltwater class. Number two to ten
ion shows that about 96 percent of 10 men who fish only for the really ought hooks and line from 12 to 30
the stripers prefer the Congaree River big ones. They don't keep a fish unless pound test are recommended .
One thing local anglers can't agree
over the Wateree. The Congaree is it's b etter than 20 pounds.
is the b est water level for fish,
and
upon
forty-seven
weighed
fish
"That
the
by
capital
state's
formed at the
merging of the Broad and Saluda a half pounds," Garner pointed to a ing. Some prefer the high, fast moving
Rivers. At this union, the brawny huge mount on the shop wall, "and waters while others swear by low,

calm conditions when they can safely
get out above the rivers' deep holes
where the big ones stay.
The Saluda and Congaree are
normally fairly slow-moving, but
when the big turbines at Lake Murray's power plant begin to generate
electricity, water levels rise rapidly,
transforming the waters into wild

rivers equal at some places to the
famous whitewater of the Chattooga
River. Anglers must watch the water
level constantly to avoid being caught
or stranded by the seething current.
Beginning at the Lake Murray dam,
the first available public access to the
Saluda is just below the dam on the
Lexington side at the Lexington
County Law Enforcement Officers'
Association. Vehicles must be parked
at the gate leaving a short walk to the
river. Anglers using this landing are
required to obtain a free permit from
any Lexington County law enforcement office.
Those wanting to put a small boat
on the Saluda should use either of the
two landin gs constructed about a mile
below the dam on either side of the
river by the South Carolina Electric
and Gas Company. A five to ten horsepower outboard with a short shaft is
advisable for dealing with the uncertain water flow and submerged
rocks.
Further down the river, access is
available through the Riverbanks
Park nature area and directly across
the river on the West Columbia side.
Anglers must be content to wade and
walk the rocks here, as only a fool or
an expert canoeist would attempt to
tackle what is locally known as "the
rapids" in a boat.
Granby Landing just south of Cayce
on th e Congaree requires only a short
run upriver to reach the Blossom and
Gervais Street bridge areas. Those
with more wanderlust and time may
use Granby as the starting point for
a trip down the Congaree to the Santee-Cooper Lakes, Charleston and all
points beyond.
No matter which entrance one selects to the rivers, the striper action
should be hot. Those who fish the
rivers consistently know the thrill of
line tearing off a reel and the happy
agony of struggling homeward with a
full stringer of fish biting into the
shoulder and hands.
I've yet to land my 25-plus pounder
from the rivers, but I'm certain one
with my name on it is there. So if you
see an angler with broken tackle sitting dejectedly by the river don't
laugh or say a word. Just smile consolingly, throw out your line and get
a firm grip on the rod butt. Sooner
or later one of those capital stripers
will work its magic on you.
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First
Time
Turkey
by George X. Sand

Once nearly eliminated
from their natural range,
South Carolina's wild
turkeys have returned in
significant numbers.
K-e-e-e-yawk, kyouk, kyouk, kyouk.
We listened expectantly as South
Carolina Senator Rembert Dennis
manipulated his cedar box turkey
yelper.
The enticing call must have penetrated deeply into the mist-filled lowcountry swamp in which four of us
waited at daybreak one morning last
spring. Yet no reply came. Nor did
the Senator repeat the call.
I sat motionless, my back to a thick
pine. My 12 gauge over-and-under lay
in my lap, ready for quick use. It was
my wife, Lou, however, that I hoped
would shoot the gobbler, should one
come. She had never killed a wild
turkey.
By moving only my eyes I could see
Lou and the guide the Senator had
provided us. They crouched behind
some myrtle bushes that grew at the
edge of an old logging road, some 60
feet away. Senator Dennis had stationed himself about that same distance downwind from us. The veteran
turkey hunter had told us the gobbler
would approach either on the woods
road or along the creek bank where
he'd had me take my stand.
We continued to wait. Now and
then a largemouth bass could be
heard breaking water in the softly
flowing creek at my back, a branch
of the Cooper River. Summer ducks
exchanged occasional shrill calls in a
nearby marsh. We were hunting at
"The Present Tenants" by Larry Toschik
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the edge of the Francis Marion National Forest, near the Senator's 200year-old Louisfield Plantation.
Lou and I had not anticipated that
we would hunt for turkey. We had
brought our shotguns to South Carolina intending to shoot quail-her favorite sport-after which we planned
to attend a writers' convention to be
held at Hickory Knob State Park, near
McCormick. An unforeseen work load,
however, had prevented this, and the
quail season had ended without our
firing a shot.
Later, at the conference, my wife
had expressed her disappointment to
Dan Upton, of Elloree, director of the
Santee-Cooper Country area information service. Upton had quietly gotten
in touch with Senator Rembert Dennis who, with characteristic South
Carolina gallantry, had offered a
chance for Lou to bag a turkey.
Now Lou was crouching in a turkey
blind, armed only with an open bore
20-gauge scattergun. ( She is such a
small p erson she cannot use a borrowed gun because of the stock
length. ) A full-choked 30-inch barrel
is customarily used for gobblers.
K-e-e-e-yawk, kyouk, kyouk, kyouk.
The Senator called again, but still no
answer came. The six-week spring
gobbler season was about over. While
the big birds would still respond to a
call, I suspected they wouldn't gobble
as readily as they might have even a
week earlier.
A few more minutes dragged by.
Then I realized that something had
changed in my wife's blind. I looked
more closely and saw that both she
and the guide had raised their heads
higher. They were both staring down
the old logging road-in the direction
that the Senator had predicted!
I saw Lou bring up her Beretta
over-and-under and quickly place the
stock against her shoulder. Var-o-o-m!
Var-o-o-m!
Now both Lou and the guide
bounded from the blind. They disappeared from my line of vision as
they ran swiftly down the logging
road, with Lou well in the lead.
I hurried out to the road to better
watch this spectacle. There the Senator joined me. We both laughed at
the sight of my wife. Both her arms
seemed to flop up and down, like the
even swifter turkey she was chasing.
Lou was trying to reload her shotgun

as she went. Then she and the guide
disappeared from view in the woods,
still after the wounded gobbler.

Var-o-o-m!
"By golly, if that bird isn't dead by
now, he should b e," I told the Senator
weakly.
He was. Lou b eamed proudly as
she carried her prize back for us to
inspect. It weighed 17 pounds. She
had shot the fine bird at 38 yards
with an unchoked gun.
The Senator glanced at his wristwatch and smiled. "We arrived in the
roost area about 6:30 a.m.," h e said.
"We started calling at 6:35. I first saw
the turkey at 6:55 a.m. Mrs. Sand shot
the bird at 7: 10." The entire operation
had taken less than an hour-a most
unusual turkey hunt. The guide had
roosted the gobbler the evening b efore. H e had h eard it fly down, about
150 yards away, shortly after our arrival in the roosting area. But not once
had the big bird answered the Senator's expert calling.
Few states, indeed, can surpass the
wild turkey hunting ( gobblers only
may be taken ) that is available today
in South Carolina. Yet there was a
time, only a few years ago, when a
scarcity of these fin e game birds
forced the Wildlife D epartment to
c.:lose the season.
Today, turkeys are found in abundance in the lowcountry and piedmont areas, and, to a lesser extent, in
the Pee D ee River drainage. This is
largely the result of a trapping and
restocking program that was launched
by the department with legisla tive encouragement. Birds were removed
from the over-abundant population in
the Francis Marion National Forest
to other parts of the state, notably the
scantily populated northern portion.
Today this national forest is still a
good wild turkey hunting site. Even
better, perhaps, is the McCormickEdgefield-Abbeville region. Last year,
the National Wild Turkey F ederation
moved its headquarters to Edgefield
from another Southern turkey stateand there should b e considerable
significance to that.
South Carolina gobblers are usually
hunted in one of two ways: roosting
an d random calling. Some hunters
probably use dogs in an effort to trail
turkeys. And an even fewer number
may try to stalk these wariest of all
game birds. ( It is my suspicion that

one must be three-quarters Indian to
succeed at the last method! )
To roost a turkey one must either
see, or hear, a bird fly up into the tree
where it intends to spend the night.
This usually takes place about half an
hour b efore dark ( somewhat earlier,
perhaps, on overcast or rainy days).
Turkeys are primarily ground birds.
They feed and strut and build their
nests on the forest floor. Their long,
and strong, coral pink legs are intended for running. They can remain
ahead of a fast dog, taking to wing
only as a last resort. ( A heavy gobbler must get a running start to b ecome airborne. H e resembles a buzzard in the process of taking off.)
Nevertheless, when night falls, these
ever-su spicious birds seek a tall tree
-often a limb that exten ds over water
for added safety.
Next morning, preferably before
daybreak, the hunter returns to within
about a quarter mile of the place
where he has reason to believe his
bird is still perched. ( Do not make
the mistake of getting too close. ) H e
then waits quietly, listening. Chances
are good that the male turkey will
gobble at least once while still on the
roost. The bird does this to announce
his presence to h en turkeys in the
area or in protest to the call of an owl
or crow.
At this stage, the hunter should try
to carefully approach within 300
yards of his quarry. If he can build a
blind and call to the gobbler b efore
the bird flies down to feed, he will
have his best chance to get him . For,
if there are hens in the area and the
male bird gets to them first, the
hunter will have a much harder time
in getting the gobbler to come to him.
Should you decide instead to build
a blind in a woods where you have
good reason to b elieve turkeys are
present, then try to call a bird to you,
you must select the blind site carefully. This king of game birds enjoys
his reputation beO<tuse he is eternally
vigilant. His vision and h earing are
incredibly good. Don't expect a gobbler to venture close to a brush pile
through which he cannot readily see.
He is afraid of bobcats, and prefers
an open woodland area where the
visibility is good when h e flies down
to strut b efore the hens of his harem.
This is especially true in spring, when
the forest thickens with green foliage.

Tracks (lefr, above) and
scratchings (lefr, below) are
good indicators of the presence
of turkeys. Turkeys like to
scratch for acorns, pine mast
and insects, and if the scratched
up leaves are still standing on
end-perhaps still damp on
the underside-the scratchings
are probably fresh.
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Lou Sand ( right, above) packs
out her first turkey, which was
called up by Senator Rembert
Dennis' expert manipulations
of a cedar box turkey yelper
(right, below).
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Another reason for carefully choosing a blind site is safety. Turkey hunters are understandably prone to wear
camouflage clothing, instead of a
fluorescent orange cap or vest. In fact,
it is not unknown for an unsuspecting
hunter to be killed by some fool who
has been carefully stalking him, then
makes a "sound" shot toward the
screening barrier from which he
heard the calls. For this reason I make
certain to place my back against a
tree that is at least as wide as my
body. ( After which I sit still, counting on the tree to absorb my outline
and make me less recognizable to an
approaching turkey.)
Such a backrest has the added advantage that you need not peek from
behind the tree ( or raise your head
above a log, or stump, to see). Even
such a small movement is often all
that is needed to make a turkey run
off before it comes within range.
It has been said that a turkey hunter
is only as good as his ability to work
his calling device. There are several
kinds of these. Most popular, it seems,
is the small, elongated box of cedar or
other dried wood. The box becomes
a resonant chamber when the thin lid,
or striker, with chalk applied to its
underside, is drawn carefully over the
narrow lip. Some hunters prefer to
make turkey sounds by drawing the
blunt, chalked end of a pencil-sized
stick slowly over the flat surface of a
small piece of slate that is held in the
other hand. Still others swear that
blowing through the small, hollow
portion of a turkey's wingbone produces the most lifelike tones. Some
veteran hunters use only their mouths
to call the birds close.
There seems to be mounting disagreement among good turkey hunters
concerning how long to wait before
calling again. For many years it was
customary to wait 10 minutes-at
least five. Today, however, one is apt
to hear experienced hunters calling as
much as three times per minute. And,
should a turkey answer, they reply
immediately.
The new hunter should, if possible,
be taught by an experienced caller.
If this is not possible, practice tapes
and records can be purchased and
listened to. Some of today's good
turkey callers learned by listening to
tame turkeys in a barnyard and patiently duplicated such "turkey talk"

with a yelper. Turkey conversation
will vary from the low, seemingly
meaningless tones of peacefully feeding birds to the sudden sharp "putt"
which is the danger signal to disperse
and hide. So be sure not to use that
one.
A lonely hen frequently utters the
kee-yawk, kyouk, kyouk, kyouk sound,
which is the reason hunters mainly
duplicate this call. Some human callers may follow the initial whine with
as many as six or seven yelps. A gobbler, hearing this, may just cluck. Or
he may cackle, or even putt. But if he
is really interested, he will gobble. A
call can be purchased that makes a
realistic gobbling sound.
A good trick is to tum away and
call, once you have a gobbler coming
toward you. This can fool him into
believing that the hen has lost interest in him, and has started to
wander off. Being the pompous romantic that he is, this usually hastens
his approach. Often he will come running, pausing only now and then to
strut and gobble. When he does this
he may puff up like a toad in his vanity. His large wings spread outward
and downward. His tail opens like a
fan. His small, bluish head turns crimson, like the wattles that hang loosely
below it, from the arching neck. The
fluffed-out body and wing feathers
shine with gold-green iridescence and
the habitually vigilant patriarch of
the forest is now ready to give in to
his lust, throwing caution to the wind.
One way to tell whether turkeys are
present, when you can't hear them, is
to look for scratchings. Like chickens,
they like to scratch for acorns, pine
mast, worms, insects, etc. ( This is
another reason that turkeys prefer
forest areas that are fairly open and
clean.) Should the scratched-up
leaves still be standing on end-perhaps still damp on the undersidethis is an indication that the scratchings are fresh. It is a good idea to
scout an area thus a day or two before
-and preferably the afternoon before
-you intend to hunt. ( But don't confuse such signs with the rootings of
hogs, other animals and birds.)
Most turkey hunters in South Carolina shoot magnum loads-6's, 4's, 2's,
even No. 4 buckshot-in a wellchoked 12-gauge shotgun. The buckshot is often the last shell to be fired,
should the gobbler be getting away,

or should a wounded bird take refuge
on a high limb. In some states hunters
prefer to use a rifle, or perhaps carry
one in addition, in case a wary bird
should remain out of shotgun range.
It is my feeling that the .22 rimfire
cartridge is inadequate for turkey
hunting. Conversely, the "hot" loads
usually used in the so-called varmint
rifles, which have become popular
with turkey hunters, may well blow a
bird apart. Such bullets should be of
the solid jacket type, and, preferably,
the cartridges should be reloaded to
reduce velocity.
Most turkey hunters aim for the
head or neck-but this becomes a
small target indeed for the rifleman.
In most of South Carolina's nine
game zones turkey hunters are permitted to bag two birds per day, five
per season. ( For detailed information
concerning all the game zones write
to the S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Dept., P. 0. Box 167, Columbia, S. C. 29202.) A county-of-residence hunting license costs $3.25; a
state-wide license $6.25. An annual
non-resident state-wide license costs
$25.25; $12.25 for three consecutive
days only. A permit to hunt any Game
Management Area in the state costs
an already licensed hunter an additional $4.25.
A wild turkey is much more streamlined than the more familiar barnyard
variety. It is far more graceful, toowith long, strong legs for fast running and a small head at the end of
a long, slim neck. And the coppergreen body feathers are of a brighter
hue. A big South Carolina wild gobbler will seldom exceed 20 or 22
pounds, with most averaging around
15. A hen might weigh as little as
eight pounds, particularly if it's a
yearling.
Fierce fights between males are not
uncommon during the spring mating
season. Then a gobbler may be called
to defend his chosen portion of the
woods ( or "studding area," as it is
sometimes called) against an invading
tom. Should he lose, he is driven off
and the newcomer takes over the
harem ( there may be as many as a
dozen such females).
Since it is unlawful to shoot female
turkeys in South Carolina, a hunter
must be able to quickly identify the
sex of a bird running or flying past.
Size is not an infallible indication: a

young tom may be no larger than a
hen. However, the hen's hairy ( at
times even slightly feathery) head is
somewhat smaller, and bluer in color.
By contrast, the gobbler's practically
bare head is red during the spring
hunting season, and it may turn
purple when he is gobbling. In addition, a gobbler grows a "beard" of
horsehair-like feathers that hangs
down from his breast, sometimes to a
length of 10 or more inches.
Senator Rembert D ennis tells of
an unusual experience with a turkey
beard: "One morning I took a stand
at the edge of a swamp where I had
reason to believe several large gobblers were looking for hens.
"I called, and got an immedate answer from two birds. I called again,
an d could tell from the sounds that
the gobblers were coming my way.
"I called a third time, and now I
saw them both emerging from the
swamp. There were three gobblers,
all big. All I had to do was wait.
"The two nearest gobblers now
broke into a run , stopping now and
then to strut. When they got within
about 30 paces of me I fired at the
first. At that instant their heads hadn't
been five inches apart, and both fell
to th e ground dead.
"I've hunted turkeys for many years,
but when this happened last season
it was the first time that I had killed
two gobblers with one shot. One
weighed 18 pounds, the other 20.
"There was an additional unique
aspect to this experience: One bird
had a 9½-inch beard. But the other
had only a two-inch growth. Apparently this bird had gotten into a still
smouldering burn in the forest and
singed off most of his beard."
Lou and I are both looking forward to 'i nore turkey hunting in South
Carolina. When we do return, we are
hoping that our good luck will continue; that we won't be obliged to
explain defeat with the rueful oldtimer's expression of "I reckon I just
must have sat down wrong today!"

Roosting a turkey involves
locating the tree where it will
spend the night, usually chosen
about half an hour before
dark. Next morning, preferably
before daybreak, the hunter
returns to within a quarter-mile
of the roost where, hopefully,
his quarry is still perched.
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of cougar on my own home, The
Wedge, over the past few years. If
this is so, such cougars must have
extensive relatively untrammelled
wood and swampland in order to
continue to survive. The Congaree is
one of our nation's unique wild lands
still left, and it must, and can, be
saved.
Richard B. Dominici?,
The W edge Laboratory,
McClellanville
Dear Sir:
The article in the last issue of the
S. C. Wildlife on the Congaree
Swamp was exceptional! Our state
is most fortunate to have people of
your vision and ability with the Wildlife Department taking positive steps
to help conserve our natural resources. I feel certain I speak for all
members of the S. C. Wildlife Federation when I commend you on taking this urgently needed stand on
one of the most biologically significant areas left in South Carolina and
the southeast.
Jacqueline Ja cobs,
Executive S ecretary,
S. C. Wildlife Fed eration
Dear Sir:
A friend of mine has just referred
your article in the November-December 1974 issue of South Carolina
Wildlife to me--"Forest of Champions."
I have had the privilege of visiting
the Congaree Swamp with the time
to observe the area closely. I can
agree with everything you say with
respect to its uniqueness and the
need for it to be set aside for recreation and especially ecological studies. I sincerely hope that you and
others will be able to have it preserved for the many uses that can
be made of it. It would be the
crowning jewel in the entire South
Carolina ecosystem.
May I compliment you most highly
on your magazine. I do get a couple
and read some others. Of all I have
seen I just don't think yours can be
matched in content or layout. My
check for $3.00 is enclosed for a
year's subscription.
Carl J. Holcombe ,
Professor of Forestry,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

(Continued from page 81, _ _ __

Dear Sir:
Congaree Swamp is the greatest
example of the South's original forest
remaining anywhere. We wish to express our gratitude for the thoughtful
article in your last issue featuring the
forest and its record trees. The natural heritage of our state is best
represented at places like Congaree
Swamp, and your magazine has
taken the important first step toward
protection of the forest by educating
South Carolinians about it. We hope
that your readers will now take the
next step by asking public officials
to help in the struggle to save Congaree Swamp. Texas and Florida
have recently obtained National Preserves, and South Carolina should
certainly be able to do the same for
a resource as magnificent as Congaree.
Ann R. Jennings, President,
S. C. Environmental Coalition
Dear Sir:
Five years ago I first saw the
beauty of the Congaree Swamp; recently I was able to recall the
splendor of its tall trees when I read
your story in So uth Carolina Wildlife.
Since 1969 of course many new
champion trees have been discovered, but as much as any single
spectacular tree, I remember the
feeling of the forest along the river's
edge and of the many wild things
such as the black and white marbled
salamanders and the owls that
hooted over our heads the night we
camped.
Is it inevitable that the logging
operations must invade and despoil
this woodland? What a third star
the Congaree Swamp National Preserve would make for South Carolina's Triple Crown along with the
Four Holes Swamp Sanctuary and
the Santee Coastal Reserve, areas to
be treasured by the nation as well as
this North Carolina neighbor. Let us
all work together to obtain protection
for the Congaree and the wealth of
wild things that belong to it. To do
so will require the cooperation of all
of us who have seen it . . . hiker,
hunter,
fisherman,
photographer
alike. Thanks for your good efforts
in this direction.
Mary P. Stephenson,
Southern Pines, N. C.

Dear Sir:
I recently received my first copy
of South Carolina W ildlif e-F ANT ASTIC! My friends have grown weary
of my touting your magazine's fine
artwork, exquisite photography and
informative yet readable articles.
Weary they will have to be because
I have appointed myself a missionary to spread the word about your
publication.
Of the many items of interest in the
November-December issue, I am particularly proud of your article, "Forest of Champions." If we South Carolinians allow this unique ar~ to be
lost while simply looking the other
way or wallowing in apathy, we will
deserve the accusing finger and
shaking heads of the future generations who will not understand how
and why we denied them this environmental treasure. Thank you for
making us aware of our natural
wealth in time (I hope) to preserve
it. (P.S. Since missionary work
should begin at home, please use
the enclosed check to extend my
present subscription.)
Curt Elliott,
Columbia
Dear Sirs:
I have just read the article "Forest
of Champions" in your NovemberDecember issue. I was glad to see an
article about the Congaree Swamp
and hope it will help open the eyes
of people in South Carolina to the
great beauty and uniqueness of that
area. I personally have visited the
Congaree and only wish that we, in
Pennsylvania, had such an area to
escape to for rest and relaxation. I
praise your article and hope that the
battle to save the Congaree will be
won soon.
Robert Barrett,
Ft. Washington , Pa.
Dear Sir:
First, may I commend you on the
excellence of your publication. Over
here it is widely respected as the best
magazine of its kind in the Southeast.
I want particularly to thank you
for the article, "Forest of Champions"
in the Nov.-Dec. issue. Last year I
had the privilege of walking through
the great Congaree Forest of the
Beidler' s. As you may know southeastern river swamps are my special
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area of expertise. In this regard I
have had opportunity to observe
them in Arkansas, Florida, South
Carolina and Georgia.
There is, within Georgia, less than
150 acres that would, in any way,
compare with the Beidler tract. It has
however, only some large sweetgums and lacks the diversity-it may
have been selectively logged in the
past. In short we have nothing in
this state that really can compare
with the Congaree. Four Holes is, of
course, an entirely different type of
swamp forest, a cypress water tupelo
stand, not a bottomland hardwood
forest. I have seen nothing in the
Santee Swamp or in Florida, nor
have I learned of anything in Alabama that can remotely compare
with the Congaree. The Big Thicket
of Texas may have a few isolated
patches of original timber. If anything exists in Mississippi or Louisiana to compare, my correspondents
have failed to mention it, nor have
I read about it elsewhere. The great
Mississippi delta forests have fallen
either to logging or soybean agriculture and the bottomlands are being so rapidly denuded that in a
few years even second growth will
be but a memory. What I am leading up to is this. As far as I know
the Congaree remains the choicest,
most beautiful and very likely the
only remaining large tract of virgin
bottomland hardwoods in the Southeastern United States. You can quote
me on that or any other statement
in this letter. The Congaree thus
stands as a national treasure, a relict
of our environmental heritage that
simply must endure---its loss will be
a tragedy to the American public,
now on the eve of recognizing that
environ~ental education is the only
road to the survival of our culture as
we know it. There could be no finer
endowment to the education systems
of the Southeast than the acquisition
of the great Congaree forest.
I deeply regret the Beidler's antagonism towards public ownership.
They should not take this vengeance
on the people of the United · States
because of an imprudent action by
our government in past years. I
would hope that other endowments
such as the large private foundations
might intercede to purchase this
property as an intermediary agency.
Please count on me for anything
that I might do in behalf of the Con50

garee. I hope you will run other
articles on this great swampland.
You are doing a great job.
C.H. Wharton, Ph .D.,
Georgia State University
Dear Sir:
South Carolina Wildlife• magazine
has done another terrific job with
its article last month about Congaree
Swamp. The service your magazine
provides in educating the public
about conservation is unmatched. If
the citizens of our state realize what
is at stake in the fight to save natural
resources such as the Congaree
Swamp forest, we have no doubt
that conservation will win. There is
no issue more pressing in the midlands of South Carolina than getting
a Congaree Swamp National Preserve created. Thank you for the
timely and well-written work.
John Hugh es Coo per, President,
Colum bia Audubon Society
Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading about
South Carolina's Congaree Swamp
in your wonderful magazine South
Carolina Wildlife. The United States
and especially South Carolina are
fortunate to have this magnificent
national preserve. I strongly support
those individuals who are actively
involved in trying to protect this
forest. Although I live in Pennsylvania I feel very strongly about the
wildlife and beauties of our nation.
Therefore I urge the state of South
Carolina to preserve this land.
Jay R. Stoots,
Ft. Washington, Pa.
Dear Sir:
The Wilderness Society has long
been familiar with South Carolina's
extraordinary natural resource traditionally referred to as the Congaree
Swamp. This outstanding natural
area is of a quality and character
which fully warrants its permanent
protection and preservation.
It is our understanding that an intensive citizen movement has been
launched in South Carolina with the
objective of establishing a Congaree
Swamp National Preserve as a unit
of the National Park System. The
Wilderness Society is heartily in favor of this proposal to assure that this
treasure of South Carolina and the
nation shall always be available for
the use and enjoyment of the people
in its undisturbed wild condition.

We will welcome further opportunities to work with South Carolinians
to accomplish this goal.
Ernest M. Dickerman,
Director of Field Services,
The Wilderness Society
Dear Sir:
It is extremely gratifying to see the
documented interest of the Commission, through South Carolina Wildlife,
in the preservation of the Congaree
Swamp. Some of us have been concerned in this project for more than
20 years, and there has been a good
deal of correspondence, though
largely unproductive, on the subject.
As you know, a team from the National Park Service came down in
1959, with biologists and other experts assembled from Florida and
other states, to make a survey of it.
They spent a week in the old clubhouse, and took a pretty good look
around. Their final report, which
called the area unique in the Southeast, strongly recommended that it
be acquired and preserved as a National Monument.
The report was supplemented not
only with statistics on some of the
immense trees, but with tabulations
from John Dennis, the ornithologist,
on both the wide variety of flora and
fauna, particularly birds, of the area.
John found specimens of extremely
rare species of birds, such as the
Everglades Kite, with signs of the
rare Bachman's warbler, named, incidentally, for a South Carolinian
who did much important work with
and for Audubon.
My view of the giants of the Congaree is that they are museum
pieces, as well as vanishing species,
and that they should be preserved
on these points alone. When they
are gone "we shall not see their like
again." From the first I have been in
favor of a multiple-purpose set-uppermanent forest reserve, nature observation, and controlled hunting
and fishing as a game-management
area, such as the Commission now
maintains in several localities of the
state. With the great increase in population, and the ravenous swallowing-up of natural habitat by assorted
"developments" and roads- called
by one conservationist, "the strangling mesh of interstates wrapped
around this country's neck," places
to hunt are increasingly important.
And the aesthetic values are ines-

timable. · Many clubwomen have
been guided through parts of the
forest, and have shown extreme
pleasure and satisfaction. A recent
letter from a Columbia businesswoman reads:
"I cannot begin to tell you what
our outing on Wednesday morning
meant to me. To go to the Congaree
Swamp was a fantastic experience
and I do hope that I can return
again soon. The size of the trees and
the diversification of growth in that
area were astonishing to me. I can
indeed understand why the forest is
nicknamed 'Redwoods East.' "
Much of the area has already been
logged in the last few years and, unless important and powerful pressure
is brought to bear, it will be too late.
Apparently, the need is to arouse the
interest of our national legislators.
Harry R. E. Hampton,
Columbia
Dear Sir:
OK, you win. Here's my three
bucks for a year's subscription.
About once every other year I
happen upon a copy of South Carolina Wildlife-in doctors' and dentists' offices here in the northeast,
when my research travels take me
to South Carolina, when Carolina
friends send me issues that contain
articles they think I should see. Every
time the magazine looks better, and
now it is terrific. As a free-lance
writer on conservation and the environment and as a field editor of
Audubon, I can appreciate good writing and incisive reporting on natural
and environmental subjects and the
planning and packaging that makes
a good magazine.
Your article on the Congaree
Swamp in the November-December
issue finally tipped the scale in favor
of subscribing. A good article, yes,
but even more important, a timely
one. I was fortunate enough to visit
the Congaree last February in the
company of those inveterate swamp
rats Cely, Elder, Watkins, et al., and
was absolutely knocked out by the
place. Having traveled through other
riverbottoms in the South, it is hard
to believe that what is so rare in the
Congaree was once a common feature of the southern rivers.
I have always been a swamp nut,
but I have never seen a riverbottom
swamp forest like the Congaree's.
(Before retiring to free-lance writing
I was much involved in swamp pres-

ervation in the Everglades and Big
Cypress in Florida, Georgia's Okefenokee, the Pine Barrens and Great
Swamp of New Jersey, Victory
Swamp in Vermont, etc., as eastern
representative of the Sierra Club and
then executive director of Friends of
the Earth. More recently I have spent
a good bit of time in the Great Dismal Swamp of North Carolina and
Virginia researching articles. And
last spring I spent a couple of weeks
in the salt marshes of South Carolina
and Georgia, researching an article
for Smithsonian.) So far as I can tell,
the swamp forests along the Congaree and a few miles up along the
Santee and W ateree rivers (above
Lake Marion) are the last substantial
vestiges of the old-growth riverbottom hardwood forests that contributed so much to Southern history.
This attempt to preserve the Congaree probably is our last chance to
save a representative sample of that
natural heritage.
Keep up the good work!
Gary Soucie,
Norfolk , Conn.
Dear Sir:
My compliments for such an informative article on the Congaree
Swamp. Your article, "Forest of
Champions", and accompanying
pictures gave me the urge to grab
the tent and food and become another member of the Congaree community. It was well organized and
seemed to represent most of what
I have learned of Congaree.
I agree with all stated reasons for
saving the Congaree Swamp. As you
can also see, the uniqueness that is
Congaree adds much to that walk
in the park, the viewing of nature's
patterns, and the solitude that many
of us seek. Man knows no words to
convey our feelings as we admire
the redwoods, walk on the beach,
drive through Yosemite, gaze into
the waves, view tidepools, watch a
sunrise or sunset, listen to leaves
being rustled by the breeze, or walk
among the plant and animal life
that is unique to the Congaree.
Here's hoping that your article
will do much to gain the support of
those who have or have not been
informed and that the efforts and
long hours spent by many will not
be in vain.
Robert Kovach,
Columbw

Dear Sir:
I often think because I moved to
South Carolina from the Northeast,
I appreciate even more the natural
beauty of the Palmetto State and
its numerous untouched areasbeaches, swamps, forests and mountains.
Though there is always some sentimental tie to the region of one's
birth, each time I travel home to visit
family and friends, I am more conscious of the encroachments of
"progress" and more grateful to return to my chosen home of South
Carolina where "progress" has not
yet meant destruction of these natural areas.
It is to your credit for c0lling to
the attention of the public the
threatened state of one of these
areas, the Congaree Swamp, in your
November-December article, "Forest
of Champions."
Hopefully citizen support will lead
to legislation protecting these "Redwoods of the East" so that generations to come can still enjoy their
beauty. I end this letter to begin four
more to our state senators, representative and governor.
Ruth Goulding Elder,
Columbia
Dear Sir:
I appreciated your excellent article
on the Congaree Swamp, which appeared recently in South Carolina
Wildlife.
As the only relatively unmodified
swamp forest of its type and extent
left in the world, it is truly a national
and international heritage which
could never be replaced at any cost.
No other natural feature in South
Carolina can begin to compare with
its significance.
As you have pointed out, it is a
certainty that the best part of the
area will be destroyed in a very
short time (is actually being destroyed now) if immediate action is
not taken by legislative means to
insure its preservation. One cannot
quarrel with the necessity for production of forest products and the
economic benefits generated by the
forest products industry. However,
the Beidler operation will destroy the
last forest of its type, extent and age
in the world. Anyone with any appreciation of the forest "multiple use
concept" certainly would insist that
such an area be permanently removed from timber-harvesting opera51

tions. Anyone who, being aware of
its significance, would log such an
area, apparently also has no concept
of owing future generations of people
or other organisms anything.
Opponents of a Congaree National
Preserve have incorrectly argued
that the proposal for a 70,000-acre
preserve would set aside an area
much larger than necessary to preserve a remnant of the forest. If the
Congaree Swamp ecosystem were
composed only of the large trees,
their argument would have some
merit, but such is not the case. In
order to insure the survival, reproduction, and inter-relationships of the
numerous animals and other plants
in the Congaree system, to preserve
the existing hydrological regimes
and prevent windthrow of the large
trees, the floodplain needs to be set
aside as a unit.
You are certainly to be commended for bringing this unique part
of their heritage to the attention of
South Carolinians. It would certainly
also be timely if your Commission
could support the effort to establish
the Congaree National Preserve.
How many temporary jobs is the
probable extinction of a species (the
ivorybill woodpecker) worth?
Ross C. Clark, Chairman ,
Department of Bioloqy ,
Erskine C allege
Dear Sir:
I just had a chance to read "Forest
of Champions" by John Culler, in the
November-December edition of South
Carolina Wildlife. I've seen previous
issues of your excellent magazine,
and I've always thought it was one
of the best of its kind in the country;
and this js one of the best articles on
an important subject that I have ever
seen. I think you should be complimented for the service the magazine
has performed in bringing the resources of Congaree Swamp to the
attention of the people of South Carolina, and others around the country.
I feel particularly close to the Congaree issue, because of my background as a practicing environmentalist in the Pacific Northwest for
many years. Having formerly lived
in Ohio, I was awe-stricken when I
moved to the Northwest at the great
size of the trees there, and the vast
expanses of magnificent forest. I
wandered in them for years, and devoted a great part of my life to the
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efforts to rescue at least some significant portions of what was there
so that future generations could also
know and experience it. As you may
know, all of the Northwest forest
outside of certain parks and wilderness areas is presently being logged.
When I moved to Washington,
D. C. two years ago, I did not expect
to see any forest like that again, unless I went back. But in February of
197 4, I had an occasion to take a trip
to the Congaree. Again I was stunned
by the impact of such a magnificent
forest. I have travelled over most of
the eastern portion of the country,
but I can tell you there is nothing
quite like the sensation of flying over
the miles of typical southern countryside with farms and villages, and
then to come suddenly upon this
great stretch of dark green forest,
with the great Congaree River winding and twisting through it. It looks
like something out of the Amazon,
and not something one would expect
to see here.
It is my personal view after having
travelled through the area extensively, that a large portion of it clearly qualifies as a Congaree Swamp
National Preserve of some type. I
hope that through your good efforts
and those of others who know and
love the Congaree, that something
can be done to save it before it is
too late. Thank you for all you have
done so far.
Broe!? Evans,
Washing ton Office Director,
S ierra Club

Dear Sir:
Your article on the Congaree
Swamp forest was excellent and interesting, and I would like to reinforce your words on the importance
of this forest. I believe that I can
speak from experience because I
have personally seen and explored
many bottomland forests between
North Carolina and eastern Texas.
In our southeastern states there are
miles and miles of cut-over swamps
which are little more than thickets of
small and crowded trees. Many of
these are logged almost continually,
with trees being cut as fast as they
reach sawtimber size. In contrast to
these many miles of second growth,
there are only a relatively few acres
of virgin swamp forest- those in the
Congaree Swamp.

I can argue the need for preserving
this area on two grounds. First, as a
scientist, I see the need for a large
natural bottomland swamp in which
ecological processes can be studied.
The Congaree Swamp is the best I
have seen for this .purpose because
of its natural state and its proximity
to a center of learning, the University
of South Carolina. Secondly, and
more important to most people, we
need monuments of all original forests of this country, areas to be preserved perpetually as examples of
our country in its natural state. Our
last opportunity to do this for a bottomland forest is in Congaree.
James T. Tanner,
Chairman, Graduate Program
in Ecology,
University of Tennessee
Dear Sir:
I wanted to write and congratulate
you on the excellent article in the
recent wildlife magazine on Congaree Swamp. I read it with great
interest and wanted to commend you
for it.
I noticed that there is a move afoot
to preserve parts of Congaree
Swamp. If there is anything that I
can do from a legislative standpoint
or otherwise to assist I would certainly appreciate your notifying me.
Keep up the good work!
Senator Dewey Wise ,
Charleston
Dear Sirs:
I would like to commend you on
the fine quality of your publication,
South Carolina Wildlife. The articles
are so interesting and the photography is excellent. Your fine work is
certainly a tribute to South Carolina
and presents our state's beauty and
assets for all to enjoy.
I would particularly like to praise
the article, "Forest of Champions" by
John Culler and the works of John
Cely, Jim Elder, and Richard Watkins
as they work tirelessly in their efforts
to save the Congaree Swamp. My
biology classes and I certainly hope
that the legislators will join to help
preserve this virgin forest.
Please continue your fight for conservation of our wildlife and uphold
the quality of your publication. We
are very proud of our state and your
magazine.
Caroline Clarhson,
Columbia

unDTADlr_ __
A Final Tribute
To Magazine Founder

Eddie Finlay (1908-1974)
Editor's Note: Eddie Finlay, founder
and long-time editor of South CMolina Wildlife, is dead at the age of 65.
As a final tribute, we've asked a
frequent contributor to the magazine
and one of Eddie's proteges, Jan
W ongrey, to write a brief sketch of
the kind of man Eddie was, and is,
in our memory.
We all remember Eddie for his
easy-going friendliness and quick
wit. Harry Hampton, writing in The
State newspaper, described this quality: "In his personal life," Hampton
wrote, "he gently scanned his brother
man and, with his facile, ever-ready
wit, exercised the happy faculty of
putting and leaving people in a good
humor."
Hampton, a fellow conservationist,
also gives Eddie credit for being an
important element in the creation of
what is now the South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department and Commission.
The recent death of Eddie Finlay,
Hampton editoralized in The State,
"removed one of the wheel horses
in the organization of South Carolina's sportsmen, which ultimately
resulted, with the aid of James F.
Byrnes, in the formation of the South

Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission."
When the Wildlife Resources Commission was formed in 1952, he became secretary to the commission
and chief of information and education. He was secretary when he retired in 1970.
Soon after joining the commission,
Eddie began the publication of South
Carolina Wildlife and served as its
editor until his retirement.
Jan Wongrey interviewed him for
The State when he retired and it was
of this time in Eddie's life that Jan
chose to relate to us his memory of
the man:
My choice in deciding how to approach this short piece is difficult, the
task even more so. There are many
stories that could be written about
Eddie. Some I shared; others I didn't.
I was asked to describe the man,
his character. I can't. He was simply
a man. The word "man" needs no
further description.
Of those things I remembered and
still remember, most occurred in July
of 1970. The exact day escapes me.
He was busy packing boxes and
shuffling through papers stacked on
his desk. Easing back into a highbacked leather cushioned chair, he
propped one foot on his desk, folded
his hands and said, "In 62 years I
ain't made much progress-only
moved one block. You see, I was
born on the corner of Sumter and
Senate Street."
Eddie Finlay was leaving a post
that he had held since 1952 when
the S. C. Wildlife Resources Commission was established. Eddie Finlay
was retiring.
He sat there with his hands folded,
cracked a few off-the-cuff jokes as he

always did and talked about what
he loved best-hunting, fishing, conservation and the department.
In those early days, Eddie not only
handled the commission's secretarial
duties, but also edited the department's magazine, appeared on radio
and television and handled the information and education duties-a
one man show with Eddie writing,
directing and acting.
Author of the book "Down The
Creek", Eddie said that his claim to
fame was not with the book but the
fact that he was the first man to buy
a spinning outfit in South Carolina
more years ago than he cared to
remember.
When asked what memory stood
out most over the years, he leaned
further back in his chair, propped his
other foot on the desk, thought for a
moment and said laughingly, "Discounting my marriage, it would have
to be acquiring my first Brittany."
He owned three. Two, he was
awfully proud of, but the third was
gun shy and he didn't speak much
of him.
He laughed some more about the
timid Brittany and finally responded
to the question of his retirement.
"I've never had any experiencefirst time I've ever tried it. I'll miss
working, but I'm going to enjoy loafing even more."
He was in a good mood, but between the lines he would pause and
a note of seriousness could be felt
as he sat there and remembered.
"Time may hang heavy for awhile,
but I reckon I'll get used to it. Know
a couple of young boys that want to
learn how to fish. Might just try to
teach them," he said.
- Jan W ongrey
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S. C. Record
Racks Compiled
A whitetail deer rack scoring 161
6/8 points on the Boone and Crockett
scale recently established the South
Carolina record for the typical category.
Killed in 1920 by Chuck Davis of
Florence, the record rack was taken
in Georgetown County. It scored
higher than any other typical rack
entered in statewide competition conducted by the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department last December.
About 300 racks were measured
during the competition at various stations throughout the state by depart-

ment scorers. Of the 300, 19 non-typical racks and 48 typicals scored
above the cut-off score of 130 points.
South Carolina's non-typical record deer rack was taken by John
Wood near Gardens Corner in 1971 .
It scored 208 5/8 points, enough
points to include it in the Boone and
Crockett world record book.
Two categories are maintained for
scoring, typical which is most familiar to hunters and non-typical. The
non-typical category includes any
rack with tines protruding from the
antler beam in any way other than
what is considered normal.

John Wood and non-typical record

S. C. Whitetail Deer Records
(Compiled January 1975)
Rank

Score

County

Sportsman

Date

TYPICAL CLASS

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
8
9
10
II
II
12
13
14
15
16
16
17

161 6/8
156 6/8
154 2/8
153 3/8
152 2/8
151 2/8
146
146
145 4/8
144 7 /8
144 2/8
143 6/8
143 6/8
143 3/8
142 6/8
140 7 /8
140 4/8
140 1/8
140 1/8
1395/8

Georgetown
Aiken
Colleton
Orangeburg
Orangeburg
Jasper
Charleston
Allendale
Williamsburg
Bamberg
Aiken
Edgefield
Florence
Clarendon
Williamsburg
Dorchester
Richland
Aiken
Union
Barnwell

18
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
28
29
29
30
31
32
33
34

1393/8
139 3/8
139 2/8
139 1/8
138 4/8
138
137 6/8
137 5/ 8
137 1/8
137
I 36 7/8
134 2/8
134 2/8
134 1/8
134 1/8
134
133 7 /8
133 6/8
133 5/8
133 4/ 8

Aiken
Colleton
McCormick
Greenwood
Colleton
Bamberg
Williamsburg
Richland
McCormick
Colleton
Newberry
Calhoun
Aiken
Richland
Kershaw
Union
Hampton
Sumter
Calhoun
Kershaw
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Chuck S . Davis
1920
Carl H. Crews
1970
Michael Hodge
1972
1974
Eddie Joe Williams
James W. Jennings , Jr. 1970
Barry Turpin
1974
Harold W. Evans, Sr.
1938
Donald Cooper
Frank Lessene
Jimmy D. Brickle
1970
H. C. Mclaurin
1967
Terry Sanders
1965
Jerome McCown
1920
Plowden Nelson
1960
Harmon Harrington
1954
Parker Burbage
1972
George Rauch . Sr.
1973
Bennett Fenters
1970
Robert White, Jr.
1973
Tom Long and
Dave Kantner
John W. Parnell
1973
Harmon B. Thomas
1955
Novie P. Cleveland
1971
Preston Sprouse
1973
Kenneth Styles
1970
Gadus M. Steedly
1969
Frank Oliver
1973
Anthony Johnson
1968
George McKee, Jr.
1971
Jimmy Hayden
1965
John Lawrence
Thad Ott
1972
George Z. Sabbagha
1974
Jim Rhinehardt
1969
John M. Watts
1971
Roy Grady, Jr.
1969
C. Hollis Campbell
1967
Larry Hammond
1973
Wallis Wilson
1970
Frank F. McPherson

Rank

Score

County

Sportsman

Date

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
42
43
43
43
44
44
45
46
46
47
48
48

133 4/8
133 2/8
133
132 7 / 8
132 4/ 8
132 1/8
132
13 I 7/ 8
13 I 6/ 8
131 6/8
13 I 4/8
131 4/ 8
131 4/ 8
131 3/8
131 3/ 8
131
1306/ 8
130 6/8
130 3/ 8
130 2/8
130 2/ 8

Horry
Horry
Clarendon
McCormick
Dorchester
Chesterfield
Williamsburg
Williamsburg
Richland
Clarendon
Orangeburg
Chesterfield
Bamberg
Jasper
Aiken
Jaspe r
Allendale
Chesterfield
Richland
Williamsburg
Orangeburg

John H. Price
Charles H. Skipper
J. Wright Gibbons
Jonah B. Tally
Andy M. Duncan
Billy Nichelson
Jess ie Baxley
Russell Kellahan
Carlton Fonvielle
T. Reece Wilson, Sr.
F. A. Herring
Ed Davidson
Al Livingston
Bob Thompson
B. L. Cromer
O.B. Willis
William West
Henry Deese
Harold Ellisor
Thomas E. Clayton
D. M. Caughman

1970
1972
1965
1974
1970
1959
1937
1969
1945
1974
1968
1972
1973
1964
1973
1970
1969
1973
1970
1972

NON-TYPICAL CLASS

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

208 5/8
194 4/8
176 3/ 8
166 4/ 8
166 1/8
154 2/ 8
153 1/ 8
149 7 /8
149 1/8
148 7/8
142 3/8
140 4/ 8
139 4/8
139
138 7 / 8
136 2/ 8
I 35 3/ 8
131 7 / 8
130 6/ 8

Beaufort
McCormick
Greenwood
Aiken
Calhoun
Abbeville
Calhoun
Chester
Calhoun
Newberry
Orangeburg
Williamsburg
Union
Bamberg
Newberry
Pickens
Lexington
Chesterfield
Edgefield

John W. Wood
Billy Sears
Doug Ell is
Kenneth Posey
Clyde Dempsey
Billy Flemming
Robert Hagan
George F. Cox, Sr.
George W. Rast
J. F. Harps
F. A. Herring
Frank Oliver
Jimm ie Cooper
Charles E. Hughes
Zack Suber
Larry Haddon
Matthew H. Shealy
Jack Evans
Preston Sprouse

1971
1973
1973
1972
1970
1972
1970
1971
1970
1973
1967

1974
1972
1971
1974
1972
found

S. C. Lab Is
National AKC
Derby Champion
A South Carolina Labrador retriever, owned by 24-year-old Delma
Hazzard of Georgetown, has tallied
enough points after campaigning
throughout the country to be named
the American Kennel Club Derby
Champion for 1974.
Since Miss Hazzard acquired the
dog in 1973, he's been her constant
companion, much of the time in
travels throughout the country to
campaign in official competition.
She said she visited a t least 20 different states, some of them more than
once.
Named "Dude's Double or Nothin',"
the lab is "my first dog," Miss Hazzard said. Prior to owning "Doc" (as
she calls him), she was only casually
interested in retrievers and field
trials.
Doc was entered in 34 AKC sanctioned field trials throughout the
country and won first p laces in
Southern California, Texas, Wisconsin, Michigan, Maine, Tennessee
and three times in New York State.
His total accumulated score at the
end of the year was 73 points, which
gave him the national championship.
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Delma Hazzard and "Doc"
Miss Hazzard, a graduate student
at the University of South Carolina,
said personnel at Sandhill Kennels
at Eastover, particularly trainers
Hugh Arthur and Frank Hart, provided her with invaluable support
and guidance. " They were really my
whole inspiration," she said. "I feel
like the victory is ours together."
She also said the members of the
Palmetto Retriever Club, whom she
calls "a great bunch", were behind
her all the way . "When everybody
in diHerent parts of the country is
out to beat you," she said, "it's nice
to know the folks back h ome are
behind you."
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A short course that is a must for
everyone who operates a boat of
any size is available from the Boating Division of the South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department.
Prepared by the U. S. Coast Guard,
the "Skipper's Course" is d esigned
for self-study and written for all age
g roups. The 85-page illustrated booklet includes reviews, quick quizzes
and common sense exercises.
At $1.50 per student, the sta te provides the course booklet, a postagepaid envelope for returning the endof-course exam for grading and a
certificate of completion. Persons
completing the course will be listed
in Boating Division records. Students
may keep the booklet for future reference.
To order the course, send $1.50
check or money order to:
South Carolina Boating Division,
P. 0. Box 12559, Charleston, S. C.
29412. O r, pick up a copy at the wildlife department's Columbia office a t
Dutch Plaza, or at the Charleston
Boating OHice, Lockwood Boulevard.

Belmon t Rename d for James W. Webb
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James W. Webb
Wildlife Center & Management
Area

John C. West, Mrs. Webb, James W. Webb and Joe Hudson

Belmont Plantation near Garnett,
owned and managed by the South
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, has been renamed "The James W . Webb Wildlife Center and Management Area"
in honor of the department's recently
retired executive director.
Webb served the department for
27 years, much of that time as its
chief administrative officer. He is still
active, performing an advisory function with the department.
The Webb Center is a 6,000-acre
plantation situated on the Savannah
River in Hampton County. It will continue to be used as a game research
station and as a game management
area for limited use by hunters , fis hermen and for other outdoor recreational and educational uses.
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Wildlife Officer
Honored
Wildlife conservation officer Windy
Pulaski of Hampton County was recently named South Carolina Conservation Officer of the Year by law
enforcement officials with the Wildlife and Marine Resources Department.
Eight other officers were also honored by the department in a luncheon ceremony held in their honor.
One officer from each of the department's nine law enforcement districts
across the state was named Conservation Officer of the Year for his district. Each officer was chosen for his
ability, resourcefulness and dedication to duty.
Pulaski, who has been with the
department for eight years, is "a
good man who knows his territory
and is well liked by his fellow officers," said his supervisor, Hugh Still
of Barnwell. "He's a top man," Still
added.
Chief Conservation Officer Bill
Chastain said that Pulaski makes the

Burris Settles
for Fish Kill
Settlement of an extensive fish kill
that occurred last year in York
County has been negotiated between
Burris Chemical Company and the
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department.
Burris and Aetna Insurance Company recently settled with the departmen1 for more than $32,500,
which covered the department's economic damage estimate.
A spokesman for the South Carolina Attorney General said this
settlement is "the largest of its nature
that has been obtained in South
Carolina and may be one of the
largest nationwide."
Seeking to recover costs and damages, the wildlife commission had
brought suit against the company
which it held legally responsible for
the damage. The kill occurred near
the company's facility on the Catawba River and involved about 192,000
fish of various species.
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Windy Pulaski and Dr. James A. Timmerman
hard-to-make "conservation cases"
which benefit wildlife the most.
These are the night hunting and fish
trapping cases which require patience and hard work to make, Chastain pointed out.
Other district officers honored were:

Gerald Holcombe of Pickens; Horace
Powell of Abbeville; Donald Pinckney of Bluffton; Jimmy Langley of
Lake City; Hayes Hill of Manning;
George Graham of Lancaster; Charles
Burch of Chesterfield and Hoyt McCaskill, Jr., of Burton.

Baruch Estuarine Sanctuary Unique
In Entire Nation
A Belle W . Baruch Institute-proposed 7,000-acre North Inlet estuarine
sanctuary in Georgetown County will
be the first sanctuary of its kind in
the country.
Extensive estuarine research is
being conducted in North Inlet by the
institute, the marine science arm of
the University of South Carolina, but
Baruch scientists felt that the area
should be classified as a sanctuary
undisturbed by public activity of any
kind.
Local groups had opposed the plan
because they were concerned with
the loss of public access to the area
for boating, fishing and hunting.
Ownership of land below mean high
watermark is claimed by the state
and all navigable waters are open
to the public as well, it was pointed
out.

Dr. John V ernberg, head of the
Baruch Institute, and Senator James
M. Waddell, Jr., of Beaufort, chairman of the South Carolina Coastal
Zone Planning and Management
Council, met with the groups opposing the plan, and a compromise was
reached.
An agreement among the parties
holds that certain areas within the
sanctuary should be left open to the
public for certain uses. One area
mentioned, used by duck hunters,
will be opened during the duck season, Vernberg said.
A formal application has been submitted to the Office of Coastal Zone
Management of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Legislation will also be needed
on the state level before the sanctuary will be established.

Portrait of a Palmetto
On March 17, 1939, the Palmetto tree was adopted as
the official state tree of South Carolina by a joint
resolution in the General Assembly. Classified by the
United States D epartment of Agriculture as !nodes
Palmetto, the tree is also called the Sabal Palm
or, more commonly, the Cabbage Palm.
For many years prior to its adoption as the official
state tree, the Palmetto played a significant part in the
history of the state and is well remembered in connection with the Revolutionary War battle of Fort
Moultrie on Sullivan's Island. On June 28, 1776, a fleet
of British ships under the command of Sir Peter Parker
moved against the South Carolinians who were
defending a half-completed fort built of palmetto logs.
Under the command of Colonel William Moultrie,
for whom the fort was later named, the log fort took a
tremendous pounding from British guns. But incredibly,
the Palmetto log walls seemed to simply absorb the
cannonballs like a sponge.

At one point during the battle, Sergeant William
Jasper gained a hero's fame by climbing from behind
the fort walls to rescue the flag which had been shot down.
D espite the fact that the South Carolinians were
greatly outnumbered by guns and men, they did heavy
damage to the British fleet when three of the ships
ran aground on a nearby shoal. Later, under the cover
of darkness, the British withdrew in defeat. From
that day forward the Palmetto has remained a symbol
of the British defeat by the men of the palmetto log fort.
Today, the Palmetto has taken its place as the most
prominent symbol of the state of South Carolina and is
depicted on the state flag as well as the state seal.
The recently completed oil painting of the tree
shown above was dedicated to the state by artist
Jim Harrison of Denmark, who was commissioned by
former Governor John C. West to paint this official
"Portrait of the Palmetto," now hanging in the
Governor's office at the State House.

